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Abstract

This research is about developing a more internally consistent formulation 

of cumulus convection and the atmospheric branch of the hydrological cycle 

in a newly developed Hadley circulation model. The ultimate goal is to ana

lyze the climate equilibrium of a symmetric tropical hydrostatic atmosphere, 

particularly studying cause and effect relations determining the magnitude of 

water vapor-related feedbacks in climate sensitivity experiments.

Important features of the proposed formulation for precipitating deep tur

bulent clouds include the ability to calculate precipitation efficiencies, a new 

postulation relating cumulus buoyancy to solar radiation, and the implicit 

account of latent heat release that manifest itself by scaling cumulus drafts 

to observed magnitudes. The Hadley model is based on primitive equations, 

and it incorporates the NCAR column radiation scheme. To calculate climatic 

feedbacks, the inverse simulation approach is used. An interrelationship 

technique is applied to diagnose feedback factors associated with changes 

of water vapor amount and distribution, of lapse-rate, and of deep cumulus 

cloud cover. The aim is to contrast the novel model for deep clouds with a 

mass flux deep cumulus parameterization when a thermally direct circulation 

(Hadley cell) is present.

When only a lapse-rate adjustment is used to crudely represent tropi

cal convection, the calculated climate sensitivity lies in the typical range of

XV



equatorial sensitivities given by global circulation models (GCMs). This re

sult suggests that the Hadley model is capturing the essential physics of these 

models as far as these sensitivities are concerned. In the comparison anal

yses, the climate equilibrium is stable and effected by net positive feedback 

when the new cumulus model is used. Moreover, the calculated tropical 

climate sensitivities are consistently lower than the aforementioned typical 

range, bringing them closer to sensitivities suggested by observed data. In

terestingly, the tropical climate equilibrium is unstable with the mass flux 

scheme. It is shown quantitatively that relative humidity changes in the 

model upper-troposphere determine the sign of the water vapor feedback. 

Recommendations to narrow humidity uncertainties in climate change simu

lations are presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Problem

To the extent that different climate regimes are associated with the merid

ional thermal contrast between equatorial and polar regions, symmetric mod

els of the atmosphere become relevant tools for climate change studies. In 

this context, at least two major regions associated with distinct general circu

lation patterns should be identified: the tropics, where the relevant dynam

ical heat transport mechanism is associated with the Hadley cell; and the 

extra-tropics, where baroclinie eddies are responsible for transporting the 

surplus of energy from equatorial to polar regions. Figure 1.1 schematically 

depicts such regions. The energy budget of the axisynunetric tropical region 

needs to account for the imbalance of short and longwave radiation at the 

top of its atmosphere, and for the above-mentioned meridional heat fluxes, 

as shown in figure 1.2. In this study, however, the later cannot be explicitly 

calculated since lateral boundaries with no flux conditions are required to sat

isfy the conservation laws formingthe basis of the Hadley circulation model. 

This is not to say that, in the symmetric context under consideration here,



the Hadley cell is not strictly observed since averaging with respect to sea

sons and longitudes is required to produce it. Thus, limitations are imposed 

on the comparability of the modeled tropical atmospheric structure and the 

observed one. On the other hand, a sensitivity analyses can be accomplished, 

if one keeps in mind that what can be obtained from the axisymmetric model 

is a bound for the tropical climate sensitivity. It will be argued in a later 

chapter that, in the context of an equilibrium analyses, such will be a lower 

bound for the equatorial sensitivity that can be calculated from GCMs in a 

"warmer" equilibrium response.

HADLEY
CIRCULATION

BAROCLINIC
EDDIES

_,-̂ OCEAN-LAND 
ggO SURFACE30®

MODEL

Figure 1.1; Conceptual idealization of axisymmetric tropospheric motions.

So far, the bulk of observational analyses aiming at this issue can only ad

dress tropical sensitivities that are associated with time-scales ranging from 

weeks to a few years [Soden and Fu (1995), Sun and Held (1996), Yang and 

Tung (1998)]. Such sensitivities, as noted in Lindzen (1997), are primarily
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Figure 1.2: Schematic depiction of tropical energy budget.

related to the rearrangement of regional climatic patterns, but they are not 

necessarily relevant to different climatic regimes of the sort associated with 

distinct temperature gradients between the equator and the poles. Paleo- 

climate data are more appealing in this regard, and they have indicated a 

certain degree of stability for the tropics [Lindzen (1994)]. That is, it appears 

that the tropical climate sensitivity is smaller than the climate sensitivity of 

the ectra-tropics — a result that has also been suggested by low order mod

els [Held (1978), Lindzen et al. (1982)].

The reasoning for such equatorial stability inevitably leads one to con

sider compensative effects that must be operating in this region. On one



hand, the Hadley ceil appears as the major dynamical mechanism for re

ducing any meridional thermal contrast that would exist in its absence. In 

addition, the possibility of negative feedbacks arises as another cause for 

maintaining such tropical stability. The later brings water vapor to the fore

front of scientific speculations, since it is the most important greenhouse gas 

in the earth’s atmosphere. In this connection, it is interesting to note that 

the understanding of what actually constitutes the water vapor feedback has 

only recently being established. Figure 1.3 illustrates this point. Concen

trating in the region ftom 30° S to 30° N, this figure shows very narrow moist 

regions in the upper-troposphere associated with deep cumulus towers sur

rounded by broad expanses of dry air over the sub tropical oceans. Thus, the 

climatic feedback due to water vapor depends on how the moist/dry areas in 

the upper-tropical troposphere change relatively one to another, and on the 

degree of moistening/drying of these regions [Sinha and Allen (1994), Pier- 

rehumbert (1995)]. Suppose that a positive tropical mean SST perturbation 

results in drier sub tropical air and broader dry regions in an equilibrium re

sponse. One can intuitively argue that such behavior would imply a negative 

feedback due to water vapor. The reason is that drier sub tropical air and 

broader dry regions would result in more infrared cooling to compensate for 

the imposed warming at the surface. The reverse situation would then imply 

a positive water vapor feedback. As suggested earlier, the transient behav

ior of such mechanism has been actively investigated from the observational 

standpoint. But there is no guarantee that the assertion of this feedback with 

seasonal datasets, for example, will imply the same result in a different cli

matic regime, as apparently is the belief of Goody et al. (1998). Moreover, 

it seems to be common sense that paleoclimate data — a natural choice to



bound the equilibrium climate feedback — is not reliable to estimate global 

patterns yet. Wigley et al. (1997) have also stated that global, near-surface 

temperature data sets are still not accurate enough to narrow the uncertainty 

range in the climate sensitivity below that estimated from climate models. 

As a consequence, the numerical approach is currently the best way in esti

mating the equilibrium tropical climate sensitivity.

100%

Figure 1.3: Relative humidities in the layer 500 - 300 mb derived from 183 
GHz soundings from SSM/T-2 averaged over all of May 1995. The color scale 
for relative humidity is shown above the hgure. Panel provided by Dr. Arthur 
Hou, NASA/Greenbelt (personal communication).

General circulation models have produced no apparent distinction be

tween tropical and extra-tropical climate sensitivities. In addition, the water 

vapor feedback in such models is positive and the most dominant, largely



determining the equilibrium temperature response associated with radia

tive perturbations. It has been argued that the quantification of tropical 

upper-tropospheric water vapor is the major problem producing the above- 

mentioned results — being apparently in disagreement with current obser

vations. The relevant process in this discussion is the upper-level moistening 

by cumulus towers, which puts emphasis on the parameterization of tropical 

deep cumulus convection [Spencer and Braswell (1997)]. Given these appar

ent discrepancies between models and observations, it becomes relevant to 

study cause and effect relations that are connected with the models' limita

tions. These analyses are better accomplished with low order models that 

isolate the relevant physical processes under consideration.

In this study, the analysis of a Hadley circulation model that largely re

produces the equilibrium equatorial climate sensitivity and tropical water 

vapor feedback calculated by GCMs is proposed to identify cause and effect 

relationships. It is the aim of this research to incorporate a more internally 

consistent treatment of water vapor and tropical deep cumulus convection 

than is currently done in global models. Moreover, the dependence of out

going infrared fluxes on water vapor is accounted for in the Hadley model by 

the inclusion of an explicit hydrological cycle and the NCAR column radia

tion scheme [Kiehl et al. (1996)]. Thus, some of the most important physical 

processes responsible for the alleged tropical climate stability are taken into 

account in this model. It is hoped that this investigation will point directions 

and implications for the improvement of GCMs.

In conclusion, the notion of equilibrium should be clarified. It  generally 

refers to the response of a system due to some perturbation over an infinite 

time-scale. Another way of viewing the notion of equilibrium is depicted in



figure 1.4, adapted from Lewis and Prinn (1984). The equilibrium concept, 

which is somewhat distinct from the steady-state one, has to do with vari

ables that are time invariant without gradients or fluxes maintaining such in

variance. Thus, in the context of the Hadley model, equilibrium refers to the 

tropical mean sea-surfrice temperature being specified as an input parameter. 

The perturbation experiments that will be discussed in the following chapters 

are changes from one equilibrium tropical mean sea-surface temperature to 

another one. It is not a time evolution approach from an observed state to 

a future one. As a consequence, the equilibrium solution provides the beck- 

ground state. To get closer to observed behavior, higher levels of compledty 

must be included in the model. They are the steady-state, the cyclic and 

the evolutionary levels of complexity. Equilibrium and steady-state levels 

of sophistication are accounted in this study, but not cyclic and evolutionary 

ones. The steady-state achieved in a numerical simulation is the prerequi

site for the validity of the equilibrium analyses. Such steady-state is attained 

with the equalization of rates naturally produced in a simulation.

1.2 Importance of Research

From a political perspective, policy formulation based on global warming has 

been an active topic on governments' agendas worldwide. The subject tran

scends even that domain, reaching theological and philosophical circles of 

debate. Such popularity of the issue in question relates to the more fun

damental question of whether humanity can or cannot modify the earth's 

climate; and if it can, which people (nation) is contributing more and less for



TIME

- EQUILIBRIUM

STEADY-STATE

CYCLIC
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ADAPTED FROM LEWIS AND PRINN (1984)

Figure 1.4: Depiction of different levels of complexity in modeling natural 
systems like the atmosphere.

such alleged "threat". Thus, the popular interest can be easily argued for 

without even stating the scientific interest for further research.

Figure 1.5, adapted from the U.S. Senate (1996), sununarizes the current 

problems with models used to forecast global warming. One sees that, with 

such order of magnitude of the uncertainties when compared with the com

monly accepted COz radiative forcing, the predictions are unreliable at best. 

Even though the uncertainty associated with the humidity bar chart is the
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lowest one, its order of magnitude is still five (5) times greater than the usual 

CO2 radiative forcing of 4 W/rn .̂ In addition, due to the recognition of the 

water vapor feedback as crucial in determining greenhouse warming scenar

ios, the interest in the question here proposed is justified.

More recently, there has been many studies, either model-based and 

observational, trying to address the problem. Global climate models are 

powerful tools despite the deficiencies mentioned above. Invariably, al

most all of the current generation of these global models produces a posi

tive water vapor feedback. It seems hard to contest such "consensus", but 

satellite observations provide some clues that GCMs’ results might be over

amplified. Spencer and Braswell (1997) showed some evidence of the dryness 

of upper-tropospheric regions based on the SSM/T-2 instrument. Such evi

dence supports the possibility of a physically acceptable greenhouse process 

proposed in Lindzen (1997), which might be very dose to what is encoun

tered in the earth's atmosphere. Thus, it opens the option for a water vapor 

feedback much less dominant than the one defended by models. In point of 

fact, it allows the possibility of a negative feedback due to water vapor that 

can easily amount to cooling of the planet under an increased concentration 

of CO2 .

These are all speculative assertions without any quantitative backing so 

far, and they are mainly provided to "stir" the reader’s curiosity on the topic; 

at the same time, they illustrate why the question is interesting. But at least 

one point must be taken at face value: the recorded history of global mean 

air-surface temperatures does not convindngly establish a correspondence 

between increasing concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and

9



UNCERTAINTIES IN CLIMATE CHANGE MODELS 
COMPARED TO GREENHOUSE FORCING

100

I
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CORRECTION MOTIONS

I IHUMIDITY GREENHOUSE
(DOUBLED 
CO g)

Figure 1.5: Plot adapted from testimony by Salie Baliunas to the 104th U.S. 
Congress.

warming of the planet. That fact, per se, raises a reasonable concern about 

model predictions, warranting an interest for further investigation.

In conclusion, the importance of the research can be stated either based on 

the popular concern or on the uncertainties in the numerical models used to 

address climate change issues. 1 have provided both for better appreciation 

of how science and society are closely interleaved.
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1.3 Previous Related Studies

The current interest in the earth’s Hadley circulation was re-born, 1 believe, 

with the publication of two papers reporting results of a doctoral disser

tation [Schneider and Lindzen (1977) and Schneider (1977)], following the 

seminal work of Eliassen (1951). The hrst two papers debunked some of the 

skepticism on symmetric models by demonstrating that important features 

of the tropical general circulation can be qualitatively captured. In particular, 

it was shown that surface easterlies and westerlies were placed at about the 

right locations, as well as the upper-tropospheric zonal jet stream. Quan

titatively, the jet obtained did not agree well with the observed one, being 

about four (4) times stronger. Moreover, the simulated surface winds were 

a bit too weak when compared to available obsen^tions. Nevertheless, this 

symmetric model was successful in establishing the importance of the Hadley 

cell in the tropics. As a tool for climate stability studies, however, it was not 

a suitable one. Two crucial approximations— the use of a Newtonian cooling 

law and the lack of an explicit hydrological cycle — are important drawbacks 

in addressing climate issues.

After Schneider's landmark study, the interest in the Hadley circulation 

was revived, and subsequent investigations focused mainly on theoretical 

dynamical aspects of the Hadley cell [Held and Hou (1980) ; Magalhâes 

(1985); Fang (1995); Cessi (1998)]. All above-mentioned studies dealt with 

analytical and numerical solutions without incorporating explicit moist pro

cesses and detailed radiation models. Satoh (1994,1995) managed to include 

an explicit hydrological cycle and t  more sophisticated treatment of radia

tive transfer. A few important remarks should be noted from Satoh's results:
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the zonal jet obtained was much more reasonable in magnitude (a Victor of 

only 1.5 greater than the observed one); convective adjustments were in

corporated to represent the effects of gravitational convection and; the good 

point was made that the Newtonian cooling employed in previous symmetric 

models effectively ensured a stable stratification of the model atmosphere, 

by-passing the need to represent convection more accurately.

A short and insightful account of the evolution of knowledge regarding the 

role of water vapor in greenhouse warming predictions Is provided in Lindzen 

(1997). At least two points should be understood for the purposes of this 

study:

1. When a convective adjustment is incorporated in a radiation column 

model, it reduces the greenhouse effect by about 75% as compared to 

a pure radiative equilibrium solution. This result highlights the impor

tance of convective motions as efficient heat conveyors where radiative 

opacity is high, as in the tropics at low levels.

2. The water vapor concentration decreases sharply when one moves away 

from the equator either upward or meridionaUy. The dryness of upper- 

levels provides a "window" where radiative cooling is an efficient pro

cess for transporting heat.

In this connection, the handling of tropical deep cumulus convection is 

one of the most prominent deficiencies hampering a better quantification of 

the water vapor feedback. Ellsaesser (1990) noted that the physical mecha

nism of the ascending motion of the Hadley cell is not the same as for trop

ical deep cumuli drafts. Such remark was partially based on observational 

studies by Riehl and Malkus (1958), which indicated that drafts in cumulus

12



clouds are at least twice the magnitude of the mean ascending motion asso

ciated with the Hadley cell. It was postulated that buoyancy would be the 

relevant mechanism in providing the additional energy needed to accomplish 

the cleavage of the above two ascending motions. Such postulation led, at 

least partially, to the development of two major approaches in parameteriz

ing deep cumulus convection — the one due to Kuo (1974), and the approach 

developed by Arakawa and Schubert (1974) (hereafter A&S).

According to Sun and Lindzen (1993), the fundamental difference between 

the two approaches relates to the assumptions about the large-scale flow in 

which cumulus clouds are embedded. They stated that Kuo’s approach does 

not enforce an explicit scale separation between the cumulus convection and 

the surrounding environment while Arakawa-Schubert's approach does. In 

point of fact, the starting point for both parameterizations is the application 

of the top-hat method to distinguish between a cloudy and a non-cloudy 

(clear-sky) region in a certain area. A&S’s method begins to deviate from 

Kuo’s when it attempts to account for entrainment in and detrainment out of 

cumulus clouds, culminating in the quasi-equilibrium closure assumption. It 

also emphasizes the concept of a cumulus mass flux which is intimately tied 

to in-cloud updrafts, the latter being an important variable in Kuo’s scheme 

as well. The key difference is that A&S’s scheme employs a spectral repre

sentation of the cumulus ensemble with cloud types distinguished by their 

detrainment levels. Kuo’s model uses the concept of a bulk cloud ensem

ble — an idea being used in some more recent mass flux schemes as well 

[e.g., Tiedtke (1989)]. The closure of A&S’s scheme is based on convective 

available potential energy. In Kuo's method, it is based on low-l^el mois

ture convergence and conditionally unstable stratification.
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The two approaches diverge drastically from each other in treating the 

quantification of precipitation production. Kuo’s model employs a moisture 

partition parameter to ascertain how much of the water vapor converged in 

a column precipitates out, and how much stays in the air. A&S’s model uses 

a budget equation for in-cloud liquid water and empirical relationships for 

cloud water/rain conversion to estimate precipitation production profiles. 

Thus, it appears that the distinction between "Kuo-type” and "A&S-type ” 

schemes is related to two typical aspects of the parameterization of cumu

lus clouds — the closure assumption and the quantification of predpitation. 

In what follows, a critical assessment of these issues for each parameteriza

tion category is attempted with remarks on subsequent developments of the 

problem.

CLOSURE ASSUMPTIONS

1- A&S-type dosure:

In A&S-type schemes, it is usually assumed that a cumulus ensemble is in 

equilibrium (in a statistical sense) with the large-scale flow in which it is em

bedded. That is, the energy available for cumulus convection is provided by 

the instability of the large-scale flow with an almost instantaneous response 

when compared with the time-scale for adjustment of the surrounding en

vironment [Emanuel (1994)]. Arakawa and Schubert (1974) introduced the 

concept of the doud work function, which is a measure of CAPE (Convective 

Available Potential Energy). Subsequent improvements of the A&S scheme 

used only the concept of CAPE without referring expiidtly to doud work func

tions [e.g., Zhang and McFarlane (1995)]. Although it has been argued that
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this dosure is feasible, since it deals with the essential aspects of the param

eterization problem, some room for uneasiness is left in utilizing energy as a 

criteria. In practical terms, schemes based on such dosures will only affect 

the large-scale flow when CAPE is present.

The point here is simply that, as stated in Lindzen (1990), energy is, at 

best, a tool to establish consistency rather than causality. Thus, it does not 

seem appropriate to use CAPE as a dosure assumption in the cumulus param

eterization problem. Another aspect of the use of CAPE as a dosure is the fact 

that it leads to a mathematically ill-posed problem for the determination of 

cumulus-base mass fluxes. Such determination is based on the solution of an 

integral equation. The problem lies in the fact that the formal solution of this 

equation under the quasi-equilibrium assumption results in negative doud- 

base mass fluxes. A&S introduced inequalities to constrain the possible solu

tions. These constraints allow for the possibility that either no mass flux can 

be a solution, or that multiple positive values can become a solution. Some 

attempts to alleviate this situation have been proposed [Moorthi and Suarez 

(1992); Zhang and McFarlane (1995)], and they apparently make the problem 

more tractable and computationally more effldent. Recently, Pan and Ran

dall (1998) have replaced the use of CAPE by CKE (Cumulus Kinetic Energy) 

in analogy with TKE (Turbulent Kinetic Energy), to establish the dosure as

sumption. This modification hardly seems to be a significant improvement 

given that energy is still being used to establish a causal relation between 

parameterized cumulus and the resolved atmospheric flow.
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2 Kuo-type closure:

The problems with Kuo-type closures, in particular the concept of mois

ture convergence, do not need much elaboration since critical opinions about 

them are abundant in the literature [e.g., Emanuel (1994)]. The second part 

of Kuo-type closures — the establishment of conditionally unstable stratifi

cation — is, however, a physically sound criteria at least for deep cumulus 

regimes. Most of tropical deep cumulus clouds and mid-latitude deep cu

muli during summertime are invariably associated with conditionally unsta

ble layers. Such criteria is not prone of the deficiencies in using some energy 

quantity as a closure, since conditionally unstable stratification can be ascer

tained by calculating moist and dry adiabatic lapse-rates only [e.g., Wallace 

and Hobbs (1977)]. In sum, it seems that the use of moisture convergence 

as a closure [Kuo (1965,1974); Tiedtke (1989)] is not appropriate due to its 

relation to CISK (Conditional Instability of Second Kind). According to Ray

mond and Emanuel (1993), this closure is wrong since it promotes a statistical 

equilibrium between water substance and the large-scale flow. On the other 

hand, the use of plain conditional instability as a closure in deep cumulus 

regimes does seem to be appropriate for the reasons stated above.

From what has been described, it appears that the requirement of quasi

universality, as described in Arakawa (1993), is best met by a closure based 

on conditional instability during tropical deep cumulus regimes. Moisture 

convergence and CAPE closures suffer from the aforementioned drawbacks 

that are hardly justifiable. The other requirement — maintenance of the
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predictability o f large-scale Helds — is better framed in terms of how pa

rameterization schemes deal with precipitation production and efficiencies. 

These issues are described next.

PRECIPITATION QUANTIFICATION

The way current cumulus parameterizations deal with precipitation is per

haps the most vedng problem they face. In short, the majority of the param

eterizations proposed so far suffer from not being able to maintain the pre

dictability of water vapor fields. A start towards understanding the source of 

this issue can be obtained by recalling basic requirements for the conservation 

laws of continuum mechanics.

The fundamental requisite that a continuity equation for water vapor mix

ing ratio (or specific humidity) must obey is that water vapor and air form 

an inter penetrating continua [Aris (1962)]. A consequence of this requi

site is that phase transitions and the subsequent release of latent heat must 

be treated as discontinuities that cannot be explicitly represented. In prac

tice, the formulation of the water vapor budget in schemes that make the 

aforementioned representation explicit leads one to employ tuning parame

ters and/or empirical relations that ultimately pose a severe constraint on its 

predictability. Kuo-type and A&S-type parameterizations have this kind of 

problem. The scheme introduced in Emanuel (1991) does also lie in this cate

gory by specifying in-cloud precipitation efficiencies. Kuo-type schemes em

ploy the concept of a moisture partition parameter already described. Sub

sequent attempts to improve upon the concept of moisture partition used 

different arguments to justify its utilization [Anthes (1977); Molinari (1982)], 

or slightly modified the original mathematical expression for it [Krishnamurti
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et al. (1980)]. But they ali still used the b parameter as a tuning or empirical 

number.

In A&S-type methods, it is postulated that precipitation production is 

a specified fraction of the cumulus liquid water mass flux — posing a pre

dictability limitation as well. The argument used for such specification is that 

it reproduces tropical precipitation production profiles reasonably well [Lord 

(1982); Tiedtke (1989); Moorthi and Suarez (1992); Zhang and McFarlane 

(1995)]. If one views these aspects as part of the closure problem, they are 

all doing poorly in attempting to maintain the predictability of water vapor 

fields. As a result, alternative approaches are needed to overcome these de

ficiencies.

In this study, a formulation for deep cumulus convection is proposed with 

the intention to overcome these predictability problems. The scheme only 

accounts for phase transitions and latent heat effects implicitly in the water 

vapor and in the energy budgets. The above discussion sets the context for the 

research proposed here. The tool, to be described in the following chapter, 

is a Hadley circulation model that includes the atmospheric branch of the 

hydrological cycle, and it also has a state-of-the-art radiation scheme. This 

tool is described next.
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Chapter 2

Method

2.1 Hadley Model Description

The tool of this proposed research is a symmetric model of a tropical hydro

static atmosphere  ̂ The model is formulated in sigma-pressure coordinates 

with the lower boundary at o = 1 and the upper-boundary at a =  10~̂ . 

MeridionaUy, the domain ranges from the equator to 30" N. Lateral no-flux 

conditions are employed at these boundaries, and a "swamp" with no heat 

capacity and infinite supply of moisture is used at the surface. The reason to 

use such lower boundary condition lies on the interest in analyzing the trop

ical cUmate equUibrium solution in the model. Such equiUbrium solution is 

achieved after the model reaches a steady-state in an experiment, and thus 

the "swamp" is the only representation needed to simulate surface fluxes. 

Figure 2.1 schematicaUy depicts what the synunetric model is aiming to re

solve.

derivation of the model equations can be found in appendix A.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic depiction of the symmetric model domain.

The grid resolution is uniform in the meridional direction and variable in 

the vertical. The vertical grid structure establishes a higher resolution in the 

troposphere than above it. This is an important feature to simulate the at

mospheric branch of the hydrological cycle adequately, since the scale height 

of water vapor in the tropics is small compared to the depth of the tropo

sphere [Lindzen (1991), Lindzen (1994)]. Figure 2.2 illustrates a set up of the 

grid with 11 points in the meridional direction and 51 points in the vertical.
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Fluxes, meridional wind speed and the vertical "omega" motion variables 

are specified at such grid points. The other variables prognosticated by the 

model, i.e., angular momentum, dry-static energy, and specific humidity are 

specified at grid points half-way between the points depicted in the figure.

60
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§•H
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l a t  i  t u d e  ( d e g r e e s )

Figure 2.2: Model grid structure showing variable vertical resolution.
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The initial conditions are a motionless atmosphere, and mean tropical 

profiles of temperature, specific humidity and ozone according to McClatchey 

et al. (1972). The ozone profile is taken for the sole purpose of serving as 

input for the radiation calculations. Such profiles are linearly interpolated to 

the model grid. The conservation laws for angular momentum, dry-static en

ergy and specific humidity are discretized in Aux form to ensure that sources 

and sinks are coming only from the model boundaries. Stresses in the angu

lar momentum and meridional wind equations are parameterized based on a 

constant eddy dynamic viscosity of 10 kg s~'. Tropical convection is gen

erally represented by a convective adjustment procedure that employs the 

moist-adiabatic lapse-rate as the critical value for adjustment. Whenever 

the lapse-rate computed by the model becomes supercritical in any given 

layer, the adjustment procedure brings its value to the critical one, removing 

the convective instability and accounting locally for the heating due to the 

change of temperature. The lapse-rate adjustment procedure is an incom

plete but efficient method to account for convection in the Hadley model. 

It  is incomplete because it does not account for cloud cover and the redis

tribution of humidity resultant from moist convection. Its efficiency lies in 

effectively maintaining a stable stratification of the model atmosphere. When 

used without any other parameterization, the convective adjustment is meant 

to represent all imaginable types of convective motions with exception of the 

large-scale thermally direct circulation associated with the Hadley cell. Grid- 

scale condensation is also checked at each time-step whenever the predicted 

specific humidity value overcomes saturation.
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2.2 Radiation Scheme

The NCAR column radiation scheme is a stand-alone version of the radiation 

parameterizations employed in the Community Climate Model. The formu

lation of the solar radiation is described in Briegleb (1992). The method uses 

the delta-Eddington approximation which is known for simulating the effects 

of multiple scattering with good accuracy. The solar spectrum is divided into 

18 discrete spectral intervals from 0.2 to 5 ^m. From these, there are seven 

bands for ozone, seven for water vapor, three for carbon dioxide and one 

for visible. Absorption due to 0% is represented in two bands and the over

lap between H2O and CO2 is ignored. A parameterization for water droplet 

clouds [Slingo (1989)] is incorporated. The scheme relates the ectinction op

tical depth, the single-scattering albedo, and the asymmetry parameter to the 

cloud liquid water path and cloud drop effective radius. In-cloud liquid water 

paths are evaluated from a prescribed, meridionaUy and height varying, but 

time independent, cloud liquid water density profile, pi(z), given by

Pi = pf • exp (-r/H i) (2.1)

where the reference value pf is equal to 0.21 gm~ .̂ Instead of specifying a 

zonaUy symmetric meridional dependence for the cloud water scale height, 

hi, it is locaUy diagnosed as a function of the verticaUy integrated water vapor 

(predpitable water) as:

hi =  7(X)*ln(1.0-(-i-r*qdp) (2.2)
9 JpT
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The doud water path is then determined by integrating the liquid water 

concentration using

CWP = |p id z  (2.3)

which can be analytically evaluated for an arbitrary layer k as

CWP(k) =  p? • hi • [exp (-Z 1C+1/2/H1) -  exp (-Zk-i/2A i)l (2.4)

where Zk+ ,/2  and Zk_i/2  are the heights of the k̂ *' layer interfaces.
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Figure 2.3: Plots showing how the fraction of the total doud water in the 

form of ice and the doud drop effective radius for ice are spedhed in the 

NCAR CRM.

Cloud drop effective radius for liquid water douds, rei, is specified to be 

10 over oceans. For douds containing ice, figure 2.3 illustrates how the 

doud drop effective radius, tet, is specified. The way the fraction of the total 

doud water in the form of ice is obtained is illustrated in the same figure.
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After these quantities are evaluated, doud optical properties for each spec

tral interval (extinction optical depth, single scattering albedo, asymmetry 

parameter and forward scattering parameter) are computed. Moreover, the 

doud extinction optical depth Tc in each model layer is modified as

t' = Tc • (2.5)

where a is the fractional doud cover in the layer; the power 3/2 is necessary 

to give results approximately the same as the random overlap assumption.

When used in the CCM, it has been reported that the solar radiation pa

rameterization underestimates the climate sensitivity for increases in the CO2 

concentration [Briegleb (1992)]. This dehdency, however, does not affect the 

sensitivity experiments performed with the Hadley model, since carbon diox

ide concentration is kept fixed at the baseline concentration of 300 ppmv.

The longwave radiation parameterization is the most important from the 

standpoint of the proposed analyses. The prominent feature of the longwave 

radiation calculation is the non-isothermal emissivity formulation for water 

vapor [Ramanathan and Downey (1986)]. In practice, such formulation re

sumes to the following expression:

A(o-) • dB/dcr > do (2.6)

where F is the outgoing infrared Aux at the top of the atmosphere. B (T,) is the 

Planck function evaluated at the surhice temperature, A(a) is the absorptivity 

as a function of cr-pressure, and dB/da is the derivative with respect to a of 

the Planck function. The product of A(a) and dB/8(r represents the interac

tion of two nonlinear functions — A(o) being dependent on the water vapor
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content of the atmosphere. In section 2.3, some results will demonstrate 

the effects of such nonlinearity in determining the model climate sensitivity. 

The use of the non-isothermal emissivity in the CRM is extended for car

bon dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane and ozone. Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCll 

and CFC12) are represented by an exponential transmission approximation. 

There are 8 broad bands where the above constituents are represented, rang

ing from 500 to 1500 cm~'.

Cloud emissivity is accounted for by defining an effective cloud amount 

for each model layer

q!  =  Ccid • a (2.7)

the cloud emissivity is defined as,

Ccid =  1 — exp (—Dxob* * CWP) (2.8)

where D is a diffusivity factor set to 1.66, Kab* is the longwave absorption 

coefficient (m ĝ“’). and CWP is the cloud water path (gm~ )̂. The absorption 

coefficient is defined as,

Kab* =  • (1 — fice) + Ki • f(ce (2.9)

where ki is the longwave absorption coefficient for liquid cloud water, speci

fied in a way such that Dki is 0.15. Kt is the absorption coefficient for the ice 

phase and is based on a broad band fit to the emissivity given by:

Kt =0 .005+—  (2.10)
Tiet
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More details can be found in Kiehl et al. (1996).

2.3 Research Approach

The so-called inverse climate simulation is the method used in this research. 

It was formally introduced by Cess and Potter (1988) as a procedure to inter

compare the climate sensitivities produced by distinct global climate mod

els. The idea is to specify the sea-surface temperature, run the model until a 

steady-state is achieved, and record the dux imbalance at the top of the at

mosphere. Afterwards, a different sea-surkce temperature is spedhed, the 

model is run out to steady-state once again, and a new Aux imbalance is ob

tained. The gain and the feedback factors are then calculated. All of this is 

done without changing the top of atmosphere solar radiation Auxes or the 

carbon dioxide concentration. The sensitivity of a "global" atmosphere is es

sentially the ratio between the surface temperature perturbation and the top 

of the atmosphere inured heat Aux changes. The tropical region, however, is 

open not only to TOA Auxes but also to meridional heat Auxes. A suggestion 

on how to estimate the tropical sensitivity was advanced in Lindzen (1997):

Tropical sensitivity =  — — — (2 .11)
^rm eridional +  ^IT O A

where ATtropto is the imposed average sea-surhice temperature perturbation, 

AFnteridionai and AFtoa are, respectively, the meridional heat Aux changes and 

the top of the atmosphere radiative heat Aux changes. In this study, there 

are no meridional Auxes as stated earlier, and 1 analyze only changes in TOA
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heat fluxes to temperature perturbations. As a result, the tropical model 

sensitivity is given by:

Tropical model sensitivity = * (2.12)
AFto a

It is important to understand the limitation implied in (2.12). As de

scribed in chapter 1, the change of the meridional heat fluxes is an important 

variable in calculating the tropical climate sensitivity. Hence, one may worry 

if the climate model equilibrium has any resemblance to what is observed. 

To achieve a steady-state without allowing meridionaUy adjusted heat fluxes 

would caU for an enhanced artificial thermal radiation out of the tropics to 

balance the incoming insolation. If current values of solar input for low lat

itudes are used, a quick calculation gives a sea-surbce temperature of 320 

K! Let’s not despair at this point, and remember once again that the ap

proach is the so-caUed inverse cUmate simulation. Consequently, a realis

tic solar constant is used, as well as a sea-surface temperature distribution 

compatible with what is observed. The difference is the output of longwave 

radiation, something that is partiaUy dependent on the SST specified. The 

tropical climate equiUbrium, in turn, has a mean flux imbalance at the top 

of the atmosphere. Obviously, the Hadley ceU intensity, as simulated by the 

model, is not comparable to the observed Hadley motion. But, since I am 

interested in computing the sensitivity of the system, the actual strength of 

the meridional circulation is not the relevant parameter: the change of it 

imposed by the SST perturbation is. The important thing to realize here is 

that the changes of the meridional circulation, along %vith the changes of the 

hydrological cycle and of the thermal structure wiU impose a fewer bound
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for the climate sensitivity that would be obtained for the open tropics in a 

warmer equilibrium response. It is a lower bound because the equilibrium 

meridional temperature gradient is generally understood to be smaller in a 

warmer climate, implying less meridional heat fluxes out of equatorial re

gions. That is, AFmeridionai would be negative if accounted for.

In order to estimate the so-called feedback factors, the following expres

sion is used:

where gain is the ratio of the system response, including feedbacks, to the 

unamplified response, when feedbacks are turned off [equation (2.23)]. The 

usefulness of using a numerical model to perform these experiments lies on 

the ability of turning switches on and off for different feedbacks. Therefore, 

one can obtain an estimate for each individual feedback factor by calculating 

individual gains. One must be careful in analyzing such feedback factors, since 

their summation expresses nonlinearly in (2.13). Adding a small ft to the ex

pression may cause the gain to change significantly, thus giving a misleading 

impression that such factor is very dominant. That's why it is important to 

analyze these factors individually in attempting to describe the causes for the 

climate sensitivity. In the inverse method, such analysis is accomplished by 

calculating the individual gains from the model simulation, and then apply

ing (2.13) to obtain the individual ft's. In the axisymmetric model, three of 

such factors are included: lapse-rate, water vapor and cloud cover (actually 

four, since the water vapor feedback is split into feedbacks due to distribution 

and amount).
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The lapse-rate feedback factor can be computed when a convective adjust

ment employing the moist-adiabatic lapse-rate is used as the critical value 

for adjustment. If a constant critical lapse-rate is applied instead, then such 

effect is excluded. Likewise, the feedback factor due to water vapor can be 

estimated when the lapse-rate and the cloud cover switches are turned off. 

Moreover, the ability of computing the cloud cover feedback factor comes 

from the use of a cumulus representation. In closing, an estimate of the sum 

of all feedback factors appearing in the denominator of (2.13) is calculated 

when all the switches are on during a numerical experiment.

Usually, the gain is calculated through the more traditional computation 

of the surface temperature for a given external perturbation (doubled CO2 or 

change in solar input). In the inverse method, only the tropical sensitivity can 

be directly calculated, but not the gain and the feedback factors. Thanks to an 

interrelationship procedure developed for this study, it is possible to calculate 

the gain and the feedback factors from the tropical model sensitivity.

Let the net downward flux (tropically averaged) at the top of the atmo

sphere be:

Q -F  = Ftoa  (2.14)

Q is the net downward shortwave flux and F is the net upward longwave 

Aux. In equilibrium, Ftoa is a constant different than zero for the tropical 

domain. In the Hadley model, F dependency on surface temperature T„ water 

vapor concentration K, lapse-rate F and cloud cover a will be accounted for. 

In order to assess changes in T, due to perturbations in the carbon dioxide 

concentration c, one begins with:
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dF = dQ (2.15)

or

or

<‘T. =  ̂ tm J jd c  (2.17)

where

Atm = [d(Q -  F)/dTJ-’ = (dFroVdT.)-' (2.18)

Atm is called the tropical model sensitivity. It can easily be related to the 

dimensionless gain. Let

dFroA _ QFtoa . 9Ftqa QFtqa 9r dFfOA 1’2 10̂
dT, ÔT. dh 0T. ar 0T, 0a 0T,  ̂ ^

Dividing (2.19) by 0Ftoa/9Tj:

dFxoA/dT, _  . 0FroA/0h. • 0H/0T, 0FroA/9r - 0r/0T, 0FroA/9& * 0a/0T, 
aProA/aT. "  aFroA/ax. aFroA/ax. aFroA/ax.

(2.20)
or, inverting and writing it more compactly
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where

9FroA/0X 0X/0T,
----------8 W 8 T ,

X may be one of h, r, or a. They stand for the water vapor, the lapse-rate

and the cloud cover feedback factors. Using (2.18) and (2.21):

Gain = Atm (2.23)

The term dFroA/9T, is calculated by disabling the feedbacks due to water

vapor, lapse-rate, and cloud cover in a model run.
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Chapter 3

Control Climate

3.1 Digression

The idea of presenting the current climate, as obtained by the Hadley circu

lation model, is somewhat misleading. The issue in question is the fact that, 

in attempting to compare model results with pertinent observations, one is 

led to miss the perception that the physics accounted in models is nothing 

more than a manifestation of mathematical principles (as a matter of fact, 

the model physics is always less than the "model math" since discretizations 

and parameterizations are inevitably needed in constructing a climate model). 

Let's digress here to comment on the idea put forward in Goody et al. (1998). 

Their proposal of deploying observing systems that are low-cost, global in 

coverage, and with accuracy of decadal global warming projections is nothing 

less than interesting and inspirational. But the premise on which it is based 

— that the scientific merit of climate predictions can only be established with 

direct comparisons to observations — underlies an approach widely used in 

meteorology. In particular, some of the issues on using higher-order statis

tics for testing climate models are discussed further below.
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To begin with, it is important to recognize that a physical law (e.g., the hrst 

law of thermodynamics) has no predictive value until it can be represented 

in mathematical jargon. Climate models are built based on such representa

tions. The climate system itself does not follow mathematical relationships in 

establishing inter dependencies among its environmental quantities. Thus, 

to directly compare a set of observational relations (e.g., covariances), no 

matter how absolute, global and precise they might be, with those that can 

be calculated from models does not seem at hrst to be a relevant approach 

in testing them. By the way of contrast, a relevant test is the establishment 

of observational bounds limiting the range in which models' results must lie. 

Sophisticated and low-cost observations can more effectively be used in nar

rowing the above-mentioned range.

It is worth discussing Goody et al. (1998)'s assertion that the sensitiv

ity of the atmosphere to forcing by greenhouse gases can be established in a 

seasonal dataset. Such sensitivity, although not clearly mentioned there, is 

likely referring to the dependency on water vapor and clouds, the two major 

greenhouse substances in the terrestrial atmosphere. As noted in Lindzen 

(1997), the kind of sensitivity discussed in Goody et al. (1998) is associated 

with climate changes resulting from a rearrangement of regional climatic pat

terns (e.g., ENSO), but it is not necessarily relevant to the quantification of 

climate sensitivities associated with the thermal contrast between equato

rial and polar regions. The later is thought to be the relevant one for decadal 

(and beyond) climate projections. Moreover, under a model approach, the 

response of the climate system to changes in water vapor and clouds is better 

established as feedbacks imposed on the system due to an external forcing
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perturbation (e.g., change in solar flux reaching the planet, increase in at

mospheric COz, surface temperature perturbation, etc.). Again, the issue of 

time-scaie hinders the problems discussed here and there, but it is impor

tant to clearly suggest that nonlinear interactions in seasonal data sets, or, for 

such purpose, in seasonal climate simulations, will not necessarily establish 

a credible test for a decadal model projection.

Moreover, it is relevant to note that the representation of water vapor- 

cloud interactions in a climate model inevitably requires the use of so-named 

tuning parameters. One may — based on their suggestion that a comparison 

of second-order moments between a GCM and the observed atmosphere is 

an objective test of model believability — attempt to optimize the set of tun

ing parameters to compare with the observed statistics. It might provide a 

successful test within one particular set of statistics, but it will not imply 

a credible model, since a particular optimization of tuning parameters con

strains a model's response to an external forcing in general. This particular 

constraint will hardly be an invariant in comparing a distinct set of statistics 

than the one attempted in the first place. It is based on such contentions that 

the point of establishing bounds on the parameter space in which a model 

prediction should lie is perhaps a more relevant one to approach with more 

precise and global observations. The suggestion of directly comparing obser

vations with a GCM output set will likely serve to maintain the uncertainty 

about the scientific merit of climate predictions.

A more specific caveat that should be kept in mind is the distinctly differ

ent nature of the data obtained fiom the Hadley model and the observations 

to be contrasted with. It  is important to note that the model results are ob

tained based on the idealization of a zonally symmetric atmosphere that is
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also symmetric about the equator. Such approach implies a rectification of 

the "observed" thermal circulation of the tropics. As a consequence, one is 

looking for orders of magnitude in the comparisons, not absolute values. The 

model results should be interpreted as the background state upon which the 

actual cyclic nature of atmospheric behavior is superimposed. This cyclic na

ture is always accounted for in observed quantities. It is not accounted for in 

the model plots. Nevertheless, such comparison is a common practice in ob

servational sciences. Thus, a descriptive attempt to compare a steady-state 

solution with some published pertinent data is presented here.

3.2 A Steady-State Solution

In this section, a simulation that does not include any deep cumulus scheme 

is presented for purposes of showing the Hadley model behavior. The only 

representation of sub-grid convection included is the lapse-rate adjustment.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the time evolution of maximum winds and of 

selected radiative and convective fluxes. The steady-state values from fig

ure 3.1 can be roughly compared to figures 7.15 and 7.17 of Peixoto and Oort 

(1992). One sees a reasonable agreement, particularly if the results are also 

contrasted to previous symmetric models in published literature [Schneider 

(1977), Held and Hou (1980)].

Figure 3.3 shows the horizontally averaged vertical profiles of tempera

ture and static energies. Again, the results are essentially comparable to 

observed profiles in the tropics (an example of an observed temperature pro

file is the top panel of figure 7.5 from Peixoto and Oort (1992)). In particular.
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Figure 3.1; Time evolution of maximum winds. This run was performed with 
a moist-adiabatic lapse-rate adjustment only.

the tropopause temperature inversion has the minimum value close to what 

is observed.

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show, respectively, the vertical profiles of horizontally 

averaged fluxes and heating/cooling rates. Note that the net flux imbalance 

is roughly constant throughout the depth of the model atmosphere, and that 

the net rate is zero. These results serve as checks that steady-state conditions 

have been achieved, as well as that the radiation code has been implemented 

correctly.
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Figure 3.2: Time evolution of fluxes out of the top of the atmosphere and out 
of the surface for the grid point located at 1.4° N (same run as the previous 
flgure).

One latitudinal distribution of the sea-surface and of the first grid point 

temperatures is given in flgure 3.6. The meridional gradient and the mean SST 

are determined as input parameters for the model run trough the relation:

T,(<p) =  ITls + A • cos(6<p) (3.1)

where <p is the latitude in radians, M , is the honzontally stveraged tropical 

sea-surface temperature, and A is a factor that determines the meridional 

gradient. 1 use [T], =  297 K, and A =  3 K to approximate the observed zonally
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Figure 3.3; Steady-state profiles of temperature and static energies (same run 
as previous two figures).

and annually averaged sea-surface temperature distribution from the equator 

to 30".

In figure 3.7, the latitudinal distribution of short and longwave radiative 

fluxes at the top of the atmosphere is presented. The solar fluxes are ascer

tained by disabling the annual and diurnal cycles in the radiation scheme. 

The longwave infrared fluxes show that, due to the water vapor opacity, less 

radiation is coming out of the model domain in the ascending branch region 

of the Hadley cell. Conversely, more longwave radiation comes out of the
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Figure 3.4: Steady-state profiles of radiative and convective fluxes.

model domain in the descending branch of the cell due to the drying effect 

promoted by such sinking motion.

Figure 3.8 shows contour plots depicting temperature, moisture, zonal 

wind and Hadley cell structures. Of particular notice is the smoothing of the 

meridional temperature gradient as one moves upward in panel a. Moreover, 

the upper-troposphere is subject to drying due to the descending branch of 

the meridional circulation in panel b. Still in the same panel, the troposphere 

is essentially saturated in the region of flat contours close to the equator. 

In panel c, a region of surface easterlies along with an upper-tropospheric
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Figure 3.5: Steady-state profiles of heating and cooling rates.

westerly jet arise. Finally, panel d shows the steady structure of the Hadley 

cell for this simulation.
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Figure 3.6: Sea-surface and first grid-point temperature distribution in the 
model domain.
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Figure 3.7: Top of atmosphere latitudinal distribution of short and longwave 
fluxes.
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Figure 3.8: Computed two-dimensional fields in the model domain, a) Tem
perature in Kelvin; b) Specific humidity in g of vapor/kg of moist air; c) Zonal 
wind in m/s; d) Meridional stream-function in mf/s. The contour intervals, 
as well as the maximum and minimum contours are indicated for each plot. 
Negative contours are dashed. The rules on the for right are the vertical o 
- pressure model levels (the grid adopted employs a third-order stretching 
polynomial). The approximate height of certain levels are indicated in paren
thesis.
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Chapter 4 

Deep Cumulus Models

Two options for the representation of tropical deep cumulus convection are 

used in the Hadley model: a mass-Aux deep cumulus parameterization that 

is currently used in the NCAR/CCM3 [Zhang and McFarlane (1995)], and a 

new deep cumulus representation developed for this study [Fleischfresser 

(1999a)]. These parameterizations are described next.

4.1 The Zhang/McFarlane Deep Cumulus Scheme

This mass flux scheme Qiereafter Z&M/NCAR) is a member of the A&S - 

type family of cumulus parameterizations. As ail schemes in this category, it 

attempts to simplify the original complexities of the Arakawa and Schubert 

(1974) formulation. First, Z&M/NCAR abandons the idea of a "spectral" rep

resentation of the cumulus ensemble in bvor of a "bulk" cumulus model, an 

approach identical to the one used in Tiedtke (1989) (hereafter, T89). It also 

includes downdraft formulations, similarly to T89. A third distinction is the 

assumption that cumulus convection acts to remove CAPE at an exponential 

rate with a specified adjustment time-scale. Naturally, the parameterization
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only works when CAPE is present. Following the classification put forward 

by Gregory (1997), this is an adjustment-type closure.

What apparently remained unchanged from the original A&S model is how 

precipitation quantification is handled by the parameterization. It is assumed 

that all condensation takes place in the updraft ensemble. Moreover, precip

itation production is taken to be proportional to the vertical flux of cloud wa

ter in the updraft. Similar ideas for precipitation calculations are employed in 

T89. These concepts can be traced back to the classic paper of Yanai (1973), 

which was strongly intertwined with the ideas developed in Arakawa and 

Schubert (1974).

Concerning adjustable parameters in Z&M/NCAR, there are at least two 

important ones. The first is the time-scale for adjustment of the cumulus 

ensemble with the large-scale forcing (the consumption of CAPE). It appears 

in the determination of the cloud base updraft mass flux, i.e., the closure as

sumption. Another important parameter in the scheme is a coefficient deter

mining the strength of the downdraft ensemble. Zhang and McFarlane (1995) 

specify such coefficient so as to ensure that the strength of the downdraft 

ensemble is constrained both by the availability of precipitation and by the 

requirement that the net mass flux at cloud base be upward. This coefficient 

depends, in turn, on another parameter specifying an upper-bound for the 

fraction of precipitation that is evaporated in the downdraft.

In what follows, a summary of the Z&M/NCAR formulation is presented. 

The presentation closely follows the description given in Kiehl et al. (1996). 

The large-scale budget equations distinguish between a cloud and a sub-cloud 

layer where temperature and moisture responses to convection in the cloud 

layer are written in terms of bulk convective fluxes:
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Cp( - ^ ) deep = ---------------------- +  M,dSd — McS) +  L • (C — E) (4.1)ot p oz

( g^loEEP =  —-  ' g^{Mu.<Iu +  Mdtid — Mcfl) +  E — C (4.2)

and the sub-cloud layer response is written as

Cp(p • • {Mb • [S(Zmv) — Su(2m)l +  Md " [S(Zm) — Sd(inv)]} (4.3)

(P • 0^)"^ “  ' {Mb • [d(Ziiv) — du(Zm)] +  Md • [q(Znv) ~  dd(2m)l} (4 4)

where the net vertical mass flux in the convective region, Me, is comprised 

of upward, Mu, and downward, Md, components; C and E are the large- 

scale condensation and evaporation rates; S, Su, Sd, q, qu and qd are the 

corresponding values of the dry-static energy and of the specific humidity; 

Aznt is the depth of the mean sub-cloud layer (the subscript m denotes sub

cloud layer properties); Zm. is the height of the sub-cloud layer; and Mb is the 

cloud base mass flux.

The cloud model is composed of two components, the updraft ensemble 

and the downdraft ensemble. The updraft ensemble is represented as a col

lection of entraining plumes, each with a characteristic fractional entrainment 

rate. Mass carried upward by the plumes is detrained into the environment 

in a thin layer at the top of the plume where the detrained air is assumed
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to have the same thermal properties as in the environment. The top of the 

shallowest of the convective plumes is assumed to be no lower than the mid- 

tropospheric minimum in saturated moist-static energy, K*, ensuring that the 

cloud top detrainment is confined to the conditionally stable portion of the 

atmospheric column. Each plume is assumed to have the same value for the 

cloud base mass flux, and the vertical distribution of the cloud updraft mass 

flux is given by

Mu = Mb r °  ^  . dA (4.5)Jo Ao
Ac is the maximum detrainment rate, and Ad is the entrainment rate for the 

updraft that detrains at height z which is iteratively determined by requiring 

that

hb-  K* = Ad • r  [hb -  h(z )] • • dz' (4.6)

hb is the environmental moist-static energy at the detrainment level. The 

budget equations for dry-static energy, specific humidity, and cloud liquid 

water. I, are written as

^(MuSu) =  (E „ -D „ )S  + LCu (4.7)

0
g (̂Muqu) — Eu4 — Duq* — Cu (4.8)

0^(Mul) =  —Dul +  Cu — Rr (4.9)
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where the conversion from cloud water to rain is given by

Rr =  Co • Mu • I (4.10)

an d co  =  2 * 10~^nv“ ’ .

Downdrafts are assumed to exist whenever there is precipitation produc

tion in the updraft ensemble, where the downdrafts start at or below the 

bottom of the updraft detrainment layer. Detrainment from the downdrafts 

is confined to the sub-cloud layer, where all downdrafts have the same mass 

flux at the top of the downdraft region.

Accordingly, the ensemble downdraft mass flux takes a similar form to (4.5) 

but includes a "proportionality factor" to ensure that the downdraft strength 

is physically consistent with precipitation availability. This coefficient takes 

the form

“ = (4.11)

where P is the total precipitation in the convective layer, and Ed is the rain 

evaporation required to maintain the downdraft in a saturated state. This 

formalism ensures that the downdraft mass flux vanishes in the absence of 

precipitation, and that evaporation cannot exceed some fraction u, of the 

precipitation, where p. =  0.2.

The parameterization is closed, i. e., the cloud base mass fluxes are de

termined as a function of the rate at which the cumulus consume CAPE. Since 

the large-scale temperature and moisture changes in both the cloud and sub- 

cloud layer are linearly proportional to the cloud base updraft mass flux, the 

CAPE change due to convective activity can be written as
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(-^ )deef =  —Mb ' F (4.12)

where F is the CAPE consumption rate per unit cloud base mass flux. The

closure condition is that CAPE is consumed at an exponential rate by cumulus 

convection with characteristic adjustment time-scale t;

M . =  A  (4.13)

A more complete discussion of the formulation can be found in Zhang and

McFarlane (1995).

4.2 New Model for Tropical Deep Cumulus

Three important features of the proposed deep cumulus formulation in

clude the ability to calculate precipitation efhdencies, a new postulation re

lating cumulus buoyancy to solar radiation, and the implicit account of latent 

heat release that manifest itself by scaling cumulus drafts to observed mag

nitudes. Some of its outstanding limitations include the following:

• the scheme considers the cumulus effects only in the energy and in the 

moisture budgets but not in the momentum budget and;

# the representation is not suitable for a time evolution approach where 

the cyclic level of model complexity would have to be included .̂

T̂his is why one can postulate that solar radiation ultimately maintains cumulus 
buoyancy.
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In the context of the model being studied, the relevant state is the zon- 

aliy and annually averaged tropical thermally direct circulation (Hadley cell). 

Therefore, the scheme is aiming to represent first order effects of deep cumu

lus convection associated with the zonally and annually averaged ascending 

motion of this cell.

Conservation of energy and water vapor are written as:

 ̂ ^(vsc)-^(tüs)+Q-^(tü's')|DEEP (4.14)dt OgC d(p 0cr da

3q 1 3 , a

s and q are the dry-static energy and the specific humidity respectively. Q 

encompasses the shortwave and longwave radiation terms (Q^v and Qw, re

spectively), as well as a convective heating rate representing the effects of all 

types of sub-grid convection other than deep cumulus.

3(cu's']lDEEp/3a is the cumulus heating/cooling term that one wishes to 

parameterize. In (4.15), S includes the source of humidity to the Hadley do

main thru a bulk aerodynamic surface evaporation, and a Fickian-type eddy 

diffusion also meant to account for the effects of other sub-grid convection in 

the moisture budget. 3((u'q')loEEp/3a is the deep cumulus moistening/drying 

term that will be parameterized, and Cgrtd accounts for the grid point con

densation. Note that the heating due to this condensation is neglected. The 

main reason for this is that grid point saturation is viewed here mainly as 

an artifact to maintain "physically" reasonable values for specific humidity. 

Furthermore, it accounts for the precipitation that, ideally, should have been
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discounted in the parameterized term for deep cumulus. As described ahead, 

latent heat is being imp/idt/yaccounted in the deep cumulus scheme with the 

use of the coefficient Cemp in (4.28). The current inability to properly satisfy 

the water vapor budget without violating the continuum requirement is what 

prompts one to still include a Cgrtd term in (4.15). If the ultimate represen

tation for precipitating clouds was available, this term would not be needed. 

Moreover, one must not forget that, in the Hadley model, each grid point is 

representing a 3° latitude band over the whole tropics. For example, the hrst 

grid point is centered at about 1.5°N, representing the latitude belt from the 

Equator to 3°N. This region covers an area of approximately 13 million square 

kilometers. Saturation at only this grid point would imply precipitation over 

the aforementioned area, which is quite out of proportions. Therefore, to 

include such heating is equivalent to state that grid point saturation is com

parable to observed precipitation. That it is not should already be clear from 

the context of the Hadley cell under investigation here.

Figure 4.1 presents a 2-D schematic of the processes responsible for build

ing the deep cumulus representation. Also shown is a plane view of a grid 

box with the cloudy area of the deep cumulus. Inside the cloud, the tempera

ture (Tc) and the specific humidity (qc) take the values of the moist-adiabatic 

lapse-rate and of the correspondent saturation. A three-dimensional grid 

box column showing remaining aspects of the deep cumulus representation 

is shown in figure 4.2. Vc and Vd represent the bulk in-cloud draft and the 

compensating subsidence in the grid box, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration showing the 2-D geometry of the deep cu

mulus scheme. In the plane view, a grid box with generic area A of a numeri

cal model is shown. Lower-case a has the same meaning as in the equations. 

In the vertical section, a cross-section of the cloud is shown.

The top-hat method [Bjerknes (1938); Kuo (1974); Anthes (1977)] is used 

here to derive expressions for the sub-grid terms. It  is dehned that.

X =  X +  X' (4.16)
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Figure 4.2: Three-dimensional schematic of the deep cumulus representation 
showing relevant physical processes accounted for in the scheme. The water 
vapor eddy fluxes are indicated to illustrate how the drying and moistening 
would occur if the cloud "boundaries" were represented.

Xc = x+x;
Xd = X -H X̂

(4.17)

(4.18)

X is the average value of X over the entire grid area A depicted in figure 4.1. 

Thus, following Anthes (1977):

X =  |  X-dA' =  {l-a]xJ-l-a5^ (4.19)
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% and Xa are given by:

^ = f  Xc-dA' (4.20)
JoA

= f Xd • dA' (4.21)
Jfl-alAXd J(l-a)A

From (4.19) one obtains:

-=-d   —-------=-c
CD̂X̂ =  (1 — d)(cod ~ tü)(Xd — X) + <i(ti)c — tt))(Xc — X) (4.22)

Making the approximations that:

(4.23)

XdWd = xJtOd (4.24)

And then substituting for ûĴ  and X̂  from (4.19) into (4.22), one finds:

tt)'X' =  7 ^ (îü ^  -  cü) -  X) (4.25)
1 — o

The determination of the cloudy area a follows Kuo (1974). The underlying 

hypothesis is that the source of moisture to create the deep cumulus in this 

fractional area is supplied by its surroundings in a certain time-scale t  (see 

fig. 4.1). Thus,

(4.26)
Me
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Me, the amount of moisture needed to create the deep cumulus ensemble, Is 

given by:

1 rffBorroM . _
Mc = y -- (h^ -K )da  (4.27)

i-V JoTOP

Lv is the latent heat of evaporation, and and h are the moist-static energies 

of the cloud and of the grid point respectively, otop and obottom are the 

sigma-pressures of the top and of the bottom of the deep cumulus. One 

purpose of the fractional area a in the Hadley model is to serve as input 

for the cloudy-sky calculations of the NCAR radiation scheme. Even though 

our determination of cloud cover may seem rudimentary, it is noted that the 

radiation calculations based on it employ many ad-hoc assumptions, such 

that a complex formulation for a is not needed [Briegleb (1992)].

Experimental studies of fully turbulent dry convection between horizontal 

plates have indimted that, away from boundary layers and lateral walls, the 

balances of turbulent kinetic energy and entropy perturbation establish two 

controlling quantities when the convective regime is not affected by molecular 

diffusivity: the separation between plates and the buoyancy flux [Townsend 

(1998)]. Tropical deep cumulus convection should, to a first approximation, 

be similar to turbulent dry convection modified to account for buoyancy in

crease due to latent heat release. Thus, a scale for the cloud bulk draft may 

be written as:

®  • (wpT)''^ (4.28)

Cemp is an empirical constant (non-dimensional) that is used to account for 

latent heat effects on buoyancy. Ap is the pressure difference between the
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surface and the tropopause, p is the air density and g is the acceleration of 

gravity.

The hypothesis that cumulus buoyancy is ultimately maintained by solar 

radiation translates into;

= nQ«v (4.29)

Thus,

—^( t U' s ' ) l DEEP =  Ï    ' u Q n v  =  1 '  Qsw (4.30)OCT 1 — a I — a

It should be noted that evidence of enhanced absorption of solar radi

ation in cloudy atmospheres is being accumulated in observational stud

ies [e.g., Cess et al. (1999), Ramanathan et al. (1995)]. While the physics 

of this "anomalous" absorption is still unknown, it does not seem amiss to 

postulate causality between solar heating and cumulus buoyancy. The rela

tion given by (4.30) is an attempt towards the reconciliation between theory 

and observations.

There is a technical problem with the implementation of (4.30) in the 

model. Strictly speaking, its use violates energy conservation since the cloud 

boundary fluxes are not used to calculate the heating/cooling just below and 

just above the cloud bottom and top. As explained later, if the theoretical 

framework to account for precipitating clouds as heat sources to the environ

ment was in hand, this would not be problematic anymore. In truth, such 

deficiency has no important consequences in this study since the order of 

magnitude of the neglected term is much smaller than the remaining ones 

of the heat budget. The reason for this smallness is that the fractional area
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coverage a is on the order of 1 % for the Hadley model. A simple scale analysis 

shows that the violation of energy conservation is less than 10~̂  K/day.

A question that might arise related to the proposed postulation is due to 

claims that tropical precipitation over the oceans occurs primarily at night. 

Thus, how can one account for nocturnal deep cumulus convection in the 

framework being described? This question cannot be addressed by the pro

posed model. The aim in developing this scheme is to represent deep cumulus 

clouds for a climate (radiative-convective) equilibrium analysis. The Hadley 

model does not account for diurnal and annual cycles. Only the latitudinal 

distribution of top of atmosphere solar radiation is considered. The life cycle 

of deep precipitating systems cannot be accounted for in this context.

The remaining problem is the formulation of the precipitation efficiency 

equation. One begins by re-writing the moisture conservation law as;

a t  e i t G W D ' ^ a t D E E p " ^ » "

where, by analogy with (4.15):

 ̂ ^ (V q c) -  ^ ( 0 )  q) + S (4.32)
dtCRID OeC d<p da

and

atDEEp“ “ aS‘‘" '‘''’°“ '’

The difficulty here lies in obtaining the precipitation efficiencies while sat

isfying the requirement of complete misdbility between water vapor and air
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in the specific humidity equation. A rational way to do so is to relate the 

precipitation efficiencies to the column integrated water vapor changes with:

f 'M .d f f= ( l -P E )  f d<T (4.34)
Jo Ot Jo ot GRID

From (4.34) one can show that:

PE = (4.35)_  /^ [(^q /Q tloE E P  -  Cgrid] ' dO

fo (^ 4 /8 t ) G R ID  ' do

Expanding (4.35):

P£ = -  Cgrtd] • do ^_______P______
Jgld /̂dtjcRiD * do jo(9?/9t)GRiD • do

With P =  Pdeep + Pgrid. Pdeep =  «u'̂ 'Ideep,,.,,! and Pgrid =  J*o * do. Note 

that PE is calculated instead of specified. This is a crucial distinction between 

this method and previous ones. In other schemes, PE, or its equivalent, 

has been specified in many different ways with the aim of obtaining vertical 

profiles that are comparable to observations of tropical cumulus clouds. In 

analogy with (4.25), and given the schematic shown in figure 4.2, Pdeep is 

written as:

Pdeep =  5 sa t) (4 .3 7 )

Where cü̂  and are, respectively, the speed of ground-reaching precipita

tion and its specific humidity. Ideally, the calculation of these quantities 

must be based on micro-physical considerations. In this dissertation, and
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are provisionally related to the bulk drafts and the water vapor specific 

humidity as follows:

Cüp CÜ =  ((Ug U)]at cumuUu bottom (4.38)

and

flp “  ’ (W)ot cumuhu bottom (4.39)

where a is a dimensionless coefficient. The ground-reaching precipitation

calculated by (4.37) must not be taken from the water vapor budget at the

lowest grid point. Here, the parameterized water vapor fluxes cu'q'bcEP are 

re-calculated to partially account for Pdeep as follows:

a Pdeepco'q'lDEEP = ;-------(cü:-(ü ).(q :-q )----- ^  (4.40)I —  O. Tl

where n is the number of grid box interfaces under conditional unstable strat

ification. Figure 4.3 illustrates the calculation of (4.40). In practice, such 

re calculation only affects the flux divergences just below and just above the 

cumulus bottom and top, respectively. Moreover, the change in these flux 

divergences is not equivalent to the change that the removal of Pdeep at the 

lower boundary would imply. This is one reason why grid point precipitation 

must still be included to satisfy the water vapor balance. As discussed ear

lier, the proper handling of Pdeep would make the use of grid-scale saturation 

unnecessary to account for deep cumulus precipitation. It is not a trivial mat

ter to accomplish such task. The problem is not one of simply removing the
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Figure 4.3: Calculation of the eddy water vapor fluxes due to the precipitating 
cumulus parameterization. Note that the ground-reaching precipitation is 
evenly discounted from the eddy fluxes in the conditionally unstable layer. 
In this example, this layer goes hrom grid point 2 to grid point 9.

ground-reaching precipitation ftom the overlying "cloud", but of removing it 

in a proper way, which would likely be model dependent.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 highlight the crucial conceptual differences between 

the approach developed here and parameterizations in the A&S-type and 

Kuo-type categories. Note in figure 4.5 that the cumulus condensation rate 

term C occurs out of the model boundaries, as well as the ground-reaching 

precipitation flux P. The effects of precipitating clouds on their environment
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happens through modification of the eddy flux divergence terms over the "ex

tended" lower boundary. Furthermore, the traditional surfoce fluxes associ

ated with latent heat indicated in figure 4.4 are not needed anymore, since 

such fluxes do not materialize inside the model domain as indicated in fig

ure 4.5. The main problem becomes the proper handling of the drying that 

must be accounted throughout the extended lower boundary, as discussed 

before.

MODEL THAT DOES NOT RECOGNIZE PRECIPITATING CLOUDS AS DISCONTINUITIES

B moistening contribution 
P AND C: drying contribution

CONTINUUM HOLDS OVER WHOLE DOMAIN

MASS FLUXES TO 
ACCOUNTTHROUGH 
LOWER BOUNDARY: 

E -P

sIf
^(cü'q')-C

J f / u !

ENERGY FLUXES TO 
ACCOUNTTHROUGH 
LOWER BOUNDARY:

H + LE-LP+F,^t-Pn«i

LOWER BOUNDARY

Figure 4.4: Schematic depiction of a model that does not recognize precipitat
ing clouds as discontinuities. E: evaporation from surface; P: precipitation at 
surface; C: cumulus condensation rate; H: sensible heat fluxes from surface; 
L: latent heat of vaporization/condensation; Frad  ̂ radiative fluxes from and 
to surface; A: area.
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MODEL THAT DOES RECOGNIZE PRECIPITATING CLOUDS AS DISCONTINUITIES

E: moManing contribution 
EDDY FLUX DIVERGENCE: moistoning and 

_________________ drying contribution

THE EFFECT OF C  IS THROUGH 
MODIFICATION OF SUBGRID EDDY FLUX 
DIVERGENCE

CONTINUUM HOLDS 
HERE

MASS FLUX TO 
ACCOUNT THROUGH 
LOWER BOUNDARY: 

E m i l l  
/ / / /

CONTINUUM HOLDS 
HERE

CONTINUUM DOES NOT HOLD 
HERE

ENERGY FLUXES TO 
ACCOUNTTHROUGH 
LOWER BOUNDARY:

LOWER BOUNDARY ^ aA _ LOWER BOUNDARY

■P* OCCURS OUT OF A
MODEL BOUNDARIES

Figure 4.5: Schematic depiction of a model that does recognize precipitating 
clouds as discontinuities, a: fractional cloud coverage. Other terms have 
same meaning as in previous figure.

A control simulation that uses an equilibrium mean SST of 297 K has 

been performed to ascertain the model characteristics. The time evolution 

of surface evaporation and precipitation rates is shown in figure 4.6, while 

the latitudinal distribution of these quantities is presented in figure 4.7. 

Even though significant rain occurs up to 10°N, deep cumulus is present until 

13°N. Sellers (1965) presents a zonally and annually averaged climatology of
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précipitation efficiencies for 10° latitude bandŝ . From 0° to 10° N, a value of 

12.9 % is given there. 1 used an equivalent calculation to obtain precipitation 

efficiencies due to the cumulus parameterization. The results are shown in 

table 4.1 along with the PE values given by (4.36).

I
I

250

200

total precipitation150

100
total evaporation.

400200 300 5000 100
MODEL DAYS

Figure 4.6: Time evolution of surface evaporation and ground-reaching pre
cipitation rates for t = 1700 sec and Cemp = 4.

Ĥis définition used the ratio between precipitation and total precipitabie water.
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Figure 4.7; Latitudinal distribution of evaporation and precipitation rates at 
the surface.

Latitude PE(5eUersXX) PE (4.36)

1.4® N 16.1 3.8
4.3® N 12.9 3.1
7.2® N 8.8 2.6

Table 4.1: Precipitation efficiencies calculated from the model simulation.

A problem with any parameterization of precipitating cumulus is that one 

is not able to strictly account for internal sources and sinks without violating
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the divergence theorem. Figure 4.2 allows for a different interpretation of 

this situation. What this figure attempts to illustrate is that the deep cumu

lus representation should not be viewed as part of the model domain. It is 

as if a hollow is punched from the lower boundary up to the level of neu

tral buoyancy whenever the closure is satisfied (that is, whenever the deep 

conditionally unstable layer is present). With this interpretation in mind, 

the cumulus boundary is an extension of the lower boundary, and the eddy 

fluxes figuratively indicated become "boundary" fluxes. Note that the prob

lem of internal source/sink looses significance in this contact. In developing 

the present parameterization, the attempt was made to alleviate this prob

lem in the mathematical formulation. But to fully realize the idea of a moving 

lower boundary requires developments in the theory of fluid mechanics that 

are believed to be currently unavailable.
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Chapter 5

Results

The approach taken in this chapter is to build the overall picture piece by 

piece. Latitudinal distributions close to the surface and at the top of the at

mosphere are analyzed hrst. Then, vertical profiles throughout the symmet

ric tropical atmosphere are investigated. Finally, the results are summarized 

and framed in the context of the equilibrium climates obtained.

5.1 Latitudinal Distributions

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the latitudinal distributions of temperature differ

ences at the sea surface and on the first grid point above the surface for the 

new and the ZM schemes, respectively. With regard to figure 5.1, two effects 

are distinguished: one associated with the Hadley cell and a more subtle one 

due to the lapse-rate feedback. The ascending and subsiding branches of the 

circulation produce modified responses. Essentially, the thermal dampinĝ  

is, regardless of feedback, higher under the ascending branch region from the

Ĥere, themud damping refers to the reduced air-sea temperature difference, when com
pared with the +2 K SST difference.
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equator to about 13°N. This is understandable since the rising motion trans

ports the heat away from low levels, making above-surface convective heating 

less efficient. By contrast, subsiding air in the sub-tropics is cooler than the 

surroundings at the level of the first grid point. As a result, above-surface 

heating is more efficient.

The effect of the lapse-rate feedback is to damp more the SST perturba

tion in the air above the surface than what it is otherwise. This can be seen 

by noting that curves B, E and F — all of them including the feedback due 

to lapse-rate change — are more effectively "packed" together. Curve D, 

which includes the feedback due to water vapor amount only, has less ther

mal damping than curves B, E and F. The response without feedbacks (curve 

C) establishes an upper-bound for the other distributions.

Figure 5.2 depicts a whole different scenario. In short, the results are 

much more sensitive to the deep cumulus scheme itself, while the previous 

analyses showed that they are predominantly modulated by the Hadley mo

tion. In particular, the water vapor amount feedback has a strong effect on 

the equilibrium temperature difference of the first grid-point, amplifying the 

imposed surface warming (curves B, D and E). When the amplifying effect of 

the water vapor feedback is disabled, there is cooling of the air above the 

surface under the ascending branch of the Hadley cell, as evidenced by neg

ative air-sea temperature differences (curves C and F). The lapse-rate feed

back (curve F) tends to smooth such pattern as contrasted to the result with 

no feedbacks (curve C). Interestingly, the pattern of warmer air under the 

descending branch than under the ascending one is noticeable only with no 

feedbacks (curve C), or when they are operating individually (curves D and 

F). When a combination of them is used (curves B and E), the first grid point
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Figure 5.1: Latitudinal distribution of SST difference and temperature differ
ence of the first grid point in the Hadley model using novel cumulus model. A: 
SST difference; B: temperature difference with all feedbacks; C: temperature 
difference without feedbacks; D; temperature difference with water vapor 
amount feedback only; E: temperature difference with water vapor and lapse- 
rate feedbacks; F: temperature difference with lapse-rate feedback only.

temperature difference is more sensitive under the ascending branch. These 

results hint on the comparative role of the ZM scheme and the mean thermal 

circulation in affecting the air-sea temperature differences.

The schematic shown in figure 5.3 illustrates the compensative effect of 

the lapse-rate feedback when the inverse experiments are performed with 

the new cumulus model, and the additive effect of the water vapor feedback
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when the experiments are done with the ZM scheme. These results are better 

appreciated upon looking at tables 5.1 and 5.2 simultaneously.

My

hhH
Q

i

-3
0 10 15 205 25 30

LATITUDE (DEGREES NORTH)

Figure 5 .2: Latitudinal distribution of SST difference and temperature differ
ence of the first grid point in the Hadley model using ZM cumulus model. A: 
SST difference; B: temperature difference with all feedbacks; C; temperature 
difference without feedbacks; D: temperature difference with water vapor 
amount feedback only; E: temperature difference with water vapor and lapse- 
rate feedbacks; F: temperature difference with lapse-rate feedback only.

Distributions of top of the atmosphere radiative flux differences are pre

sented in figures 5.4,5.5, and 5.6. Using the new cumulus model and includ

ing all feedbacks, figure 5.4 shows the strongly nonlinear sensitivity of the 

longwave fluxes over the subsiding branch of the Hadley cell. This sensitivity 

is due to the drying promoted by aa acceleration of the thermal circulation.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic showing the role of: A) lapse-rate feedback with new 
cumulus model and; B) water vapor feedback with ZM cumulus model (as 
pertaining to hrst model grid point.)

which in turn reduces the infrared opacity in the region of subsidence. A 

similar behavior has been found in inverse experiments without including a 

parameterization for deep clouds [Fleischfresser (1999b)]. As a consequence, 

it is concluded that the Hadley cell has a crucial role in establishing this pat

tern. Spedhcally, the nonlinear behavior of the infrared flux difference is a 

consequence of the formulation in the NCAR column radiation model [equa

tion (2.6)]. Thus, one appreciates the importance of using a detailed radiation 

parameterization in studying climate stability. Newtonian cooling formula

tions, spedhed cooling rates, and gray radiation codes would not show this 

feature.

The above-mentioned behavior is due to the water vapor feedback, which 

allows for changes of the moisture amount and distribution when the surface 

temperature is perturbed. When no feedbacks are allowed, as in figure 5.5,
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Table 5.1: Zonaiiy-averaged temperature differences of the hrst grid point 
using new cumulus model ([T](i)(297K) = 289.919 K). Symbols used are: fh,T 
- water vapor amount feedback factor due to surface temperature change; 
fh,r - water vapor distribution feedback foctor due to lapse-rate change; fr - 
lapse-rate feedback bctor; - cloud cover feedback hictor.

FEEDBACKS lT](i){299K) [K] AlTld) M
- 291.707 1.788
fh.T 291.610 1.691
fr 291.567 1.648
fh,T. fh.r, fr 291.575 1.656
fh.T) fh,r. fr. fa 291.574 1.655

the nonlinear sensitivity is suppressed. The reason is simple: without feed

backs, even with an acceleration of the thermal circulation, the moisture dis

tribution is kept constant at the equilibrium climate state with mean SST 

of 297 K. The suppression of this feedback allows for the appearance of a 

more subtle role for the Hadley circulation. The cell acceleration imparts 

more cooling to space in the ascending branch than in the subsiding flow, 

as evidenced by higher TOA infrared hux differences until 15" N. This re

sult somewhat reflects the SST latitudinal distribution. Higher SST results 

in enhanced convective heat flux to the atmosphere. The circulation's rising 

motion transports this heat to higher levels where it is more effectively radi

ated to space, explaining the larger infrared flux difference over the ascending 

motion region. With no changes in the water vapor amount and distribution, 

the radiative opacity is not significantly altered.

Figure 5.6 shows results for the ZM scheme with all feedbacks. What one 

notes more prominently is the significant increase of infrared opacity over the
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Table 5.2: Zonally-averaged temperature differences of the first grid point 
using ZM cumulus model ([Tl(i)(297K) =  292.523 K). Symbols have the same 
meaning as in table 5.1.

FEEDBACKS [T](1)(299K)[K] A(T](i)[K]
- 291.232 -1.291
fh.T 296.044 3.521
fr 291.295 -1.228
fh,T. fh,r» fr 295.003 2.480
fh,Ti fh,r. fr. fa 294.670 2.147

region of ascending motion, accompanied by some decrease over the descend

ing air in the sub-tropics. The later is a consequence of an intensification of 

the mean circulation, as discussed before. The enhanced opacity at low lati

tudes is a result of the significant local moistening that occurs when the ZM 

scheme is used. This behavior will be fully discussed in section 5.3.

5.2 Symmetric Vertical Distributions

Profiles of zonally-averaged relative humidities are shown in figure 5.7. Two 

important contrasts are noteworthy: first, the ZM scheme is much more ef

fective in drying middle and low tropospheric Weis, when compared to the 

new cumulus representation. The difference is a result of the explicit formu

lation of the downdraft ensemble in the ZM model, which has a strong drying 

effect. Conversely, the new cumulus scheme accounts for downdrafts only in 

an implicit way, resulting in a much moister troposphere. Second, the ZM 

scheme causes a moister equilibrium climate when the SST is increased by 2
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Figure 5.4: Top of atmosphere radiative flux differences including all feed
backs with the new cumulus model.

K. Notwithstanding, the new cumulus model causes a drier equilibrium cli

mate. To fully understand these results,one must appreciate the synergism 

of the deep cumulus convection with the Hadley motion. A more complete 

discussion will be presented in the next section.

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the effect of the two most dominant feedbacks 

on relative humidity for both schemes. The convective schemes are gener

ally effecting relative humidity changes in opposite directions. Figure 5.8 

shows that the new cumulus model dries the lower troposphere (except for 

the boundary-layer) while moistening of upper-levels is predominant. The 

simulation with the ZM model behaves almost exactly in a reverse manner.
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Figure 5.5: Top of atmosphere radiative flux differences not including feed
backs with the new cumulus model.

Moreover, its relative humidity changes are much more sensitive to the +2 

K SST perturbation experiments. The lapse-iate feedback is more effective 

when the new cumulus model is used, since it dries the model atmosphere 

more significantly than what it moists with the ZM scheme (figure 5.9). This 

drying effect becomes more important at upper-levels, a result that is con

sistent with a reduced slope for the moist-adiabat in a warmer climate.

The behavior of the cloud cover feedback can be appreciated in figures 5.10 

and 5.11. Again, the cumulus models have opposite effects. While the low 

and mid-levels are effected by drying when cloud cover is allowed to change 

with the new cumulus model, the ZM scheme promotes moistening at these
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Figure 5.6: Top of atmosphere radiative flux differences including all feed
backs with the ZM cumulus model.

levels. These results are related to a reduction (increase) of the area coverage 

of clouds when the new (ZM) cumulus scheme is employed. Also, the cloud 

tops, in an average sense, are higher Qower) with the new (ZM) scheme in 

the warmer climate.

In figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14, the zonaiiy-averaged vertical profiles of 

temperature difference using both schemes are presented. In connection 

with the new cumulus scheme, figure 5.12 shows that a + 2 K SST pertur

bation results in about + 3 K change in the upper-troposphere. The warming 

throughout the troposphere is mainly due to water vapor and lapse-rate feed

backs, the later being responsible for shifting it to upper-levels (figures 5.13
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Figure 5.7: Profiles of zonally-averaged relative humidity.

and 5.14). Also noticeable from these figures, stratospheric cooling is a result 

of the water vapor feedback, regardless of the deep cumulus model used.

The thermal structure is much more sensitive when the ZM scheme is 

used. Figure 5.12 shows that an almost 8 K warming in the upper-troposphere 

is accomplished. In contrast with the results using the new cumulus model, 

the upper-tropospheric warming seems to be mainly due to the water vapor 

distribution feedback (fh.r)> The lapse-rate feedback alone is actually coun

teracting the warming in the upper-troposphere (figure 5.14). But since fh,r 

cannot be assessed in isolation, the exact cause of the upper-tropospheric
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Figure 5.8: Profiles of zonaiiy-averaged relative humidity differences between 
runs with surface temperatures of 299 K and 297 K. Results include water 
vapor amount feedback only (fh,r).

warming is a bit more uncertain due to the inherent nonlinearity of the in

teraction between lapse-rate and water vapor changes.

In closing, figures 5.15 and 5.16 show profiles of zonally-averaged infrared 

cooling rates for SST = 297 K and 299 K with the new and the ZM schemes, 

respectively. In general, the infrared cooling rate sensitivity is more pro

nounced when the ZM scheme is used. The two figures show more infrared 

cooling at upper-levels. At lower levels, figure 5.15 shows more cooling until 

about a =  0.7, and less cooling in between a =  0.7 and a =  0.55. Figure 5.16 

shows less cooling up to <r =  0.6. These differences are a consequence of the
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Figure 5.9: Profiles of zonally-averaged relative humidity differences between 
runs with surface temperatures of 299 K and 297 K. Results include lapse-rate 
feedback only ( f r ) .

distinct ways in which moisture is redistributed due to the synergism of the 

deep cumulus convection and the Hadley cell.

5.3 Discussion

A summary of the results from the previous sections is now attempted, and 

their significance in terms of the equilibrium analyses is presented.

Figures 5.17 to 5.20 show contour plots of the specific humidity and tem

perature difference fields respectively using the two deep cumulus schemes.
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Figure 5.10: Profiles of zonaliy-averaged relative humidity differences be
tween runs with surface temperatures of 299 K and 297 K using the new deep 
cumulus scheme.

Regarding figure 5.17, the results show a much more delicate balance be

tween cumulus and large-scale moistening/drying. Notice that drying ap

pears in the region of subsiding motion, and it is caused by an acceleration of 

the Hadley circulation in the warmer climate. Mid-tropospheric levels from 

the equator to 10° N show moistening of about 1 g/kg, which is a result of 

both large-scale and cumulus contributions. Drying of the boundary layer 

under the rising motion can also be detected, and it is a consequence of the 

cumulus model behavior.
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Figure 5.11: Profiles of zonaliy-averaged relative humidity differences be
tween runs with surface temperatures of 299 K and 297 K using the ZM deep 
cumulus scheme.

The temperature difference plot (figure 5.18) shows a distinction in warm

ing patterns meridionally about the 10 km level. This warming, as mentioned 

earlier, is a result of the slope reduction of the moist-adiabat when the SST is 

perturbed by +2 K. Since the subsiding motion promotes drying, the lapse- 

rate feedback becomes less operative beyond 15° N. Above the tropopause, 

radiative cooling dominates due to more water vapor diffusively transported 

from below in the vwmer climate.
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Figure 5.12: Profiles of zonaliy-averaged temperature differences between 
runs with surface temperatures of 299 K and 297 K. Results are shown with 
aU feedback factors included.

With regard to the runs with the ZM scheme, figure 5.19 shows significant 

moistening of mid-tropospheric levels in the region of mean ascending mo

tion of the Hadley cell. There is also boundary-layer drying until up to 5° 

N. The rest of the domain is subjected to slight moistening associated with 

increased evaporation from the surface diffusively transported upwards. In 

this case, the descending branch of the Hadley cell hardly affects the mois

ture distribution in the sub-tropics (data beyond about 23* N is ignored due 

to influence of the lateral boundary). There is some drying in the boundary
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Figure 5.13: Profiles of zonaliy-averaged temperature differences between 
runs with surface temperatures of 299 K and 297 K. Results are shown with 
water vapor amount feedback factor only (fh,T)-

layer between 15° -  20° N that seems to be the only modification oused by 

the large-scale motion.

Two aspects of the results shown in figure 5.19 need to be explained in 

more detail: the strong mid-tropospheric moistening in the ascending branch 

region of the cell, and the drying in its boundary-layer. The drying is a conse

quence of the downdraft formulation in the ZM model. Zhang and McFarlane 

(1995) state that their downdraft formulation promotes drying of the sub- 

cioud layer. The reason for this effective drying is based on the bet that, in 

the warmer equilibrium climate, the height of updraft detrainment is lower
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Figure 5.14; Profiles of zonaliy-averaged temperature differences between 
runs with surface temperatures of 299 K and 297 K. Results are shown with 
lapse-rate feedback factor only (fp).

than the height in the equilibrium climate with SST = 297 K. The equation 

determining the cumulus ensemble downdraft mass flux is inversely propor

tional to this height. Accordingly, lower detrainment height implies larger 

downdraft mass flux and, in turn, more effective drying of the sub-cloud 

layer. The strong moistening of the cloud layer is also due to the reduc

tion of cumulus heating depth when perturbing the SST by 2 K. The model 

behavior is such that the convective heating is shallower when the SST = 299 

K, but stronger (that is, more warming). As a result, the saturation vapor 

pressure is increased in the shallower convective region, and the increased
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Figure 5.15: Profiles of zonaliy-averaged infrared cooling rates using the new 
deep cumulus scheme.

surface evaporation accommodates more water vapor in this warmer sector 

of the troposphere. In figure 5 .17, the slight mid-tropospheric moistening is 

partially due to the same reason, although the warming shown in figure 5.18 

is essentially a result of large-scale effects rather than due to cumulus pro

cesses. In brief, to explain the significant moistening with the ZM scheme, 

one needs to account for the interaction of the large-scale forcing (Hadley 

cell) and the convective heating behavior of the cumulus scheme. On the 

other hand, the sub-cloud layer drying is well explained by the behavior of 

the cumulus scheme only, i. e., by the cumulus downdraft mass flux effect.
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Figure 5.16; Profiles of zonaliy-averaged inhared cooling rates using the ZM 
deep cumulus scheme.

Figure 5.20 shows the temperature difference field. Overall, there is con

centrated warming at upper-tropospheric levels and stratospheric cooling. 

The upper-tropospheric warming seems to be largely a consequence of the 

water vapor re-distribution feedback due to the lapse-rate adjustment. Es

sentially, in a warmer climate, the scale-height for water vapor is higher, 

which in turn makes the moist-adiabat less steeper in the moister depth. 

This behavior is associated with an elevation of the tropopause.

Let's now turn to a more quantitative analysis of the feedback factors and 

climate sensitivities. Figure 5.21 plots (2.13), indicating regions where the
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Figure 5.17: Specific humidity difference field between equilibrium climates 
with mean SSTs of 299 K and 297 K using new cumulus model. Color scale is 
in g/kg.

climate is stable/unstable, and, when stable, if effected by net positive or 

negative feedback. Also indicited in the figure is where the equilibrium cli

mates lie. Peculiarly, when using the ZM scheme, the climate equilibrium is 

unstable. Table 5.3 shows the magnitude of each individual feedback factor 

that compounds the net result. By looking at figure 5.8 in conjunction with 

the feedback factor due to water vapor amount (fh,T) given in table 5.3, it 

is concluded that upper-tropospheric relative humidity change Is crucial in 

determining the sign of this feedback. Even though the new deep cumulus
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Temperature perturbation plot
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Figure 5.18: Temperature difference field between equilibrium climates with 
mean SSTs of 299 K and 297 K using new cumulus model. Color scale is in K.

model behaves as to dry the bulk of middle and low levels, the small moist

ening of about 5% in the upper-troposphere is enough to result in a positive 

water vapor feedback. The reverse is true when the ZM model is used. A 

significant drying at upper-levels causes this feedback to be strongly nega

tive. The sign of the lapse-rate feedback factor (fp), as given in table 5.3, is 

also consistent with the results shown in figure 5.9. The same consistency is 

apparent in figures 5.10 and 5.11. The small negative feedback factor due to 

doud cover ( f j  with the new scheme is a result of more drying throughout
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Figure 5.19: Specific humidity difference field between equilibrium climates 
with mean SSTs of 299 K and 297 K using ZM cumulus model. Color scale is 
in g/kg.

the bulk of the troposphere, as evidenced in figure 5.10. The higher relative 

humidity difference throughout low and mid-levels in figure 5.11 results in a 

positive feedback hictor due to cloud cover with the ZM model. The stabi

lizing factor of the equilibrium climate using the new deep cumulus model is 

the lapse-rate behavior. With the ZM model, the water vapor amount feed

back, fh.T> attempts to stabilize the climate, but it is not enough to compen

sate for the strongly positive feedback factor due to water vapor distribution,
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Figure 5.20: Temperature difference field between equilibrium climates with 
mean SSTs of 299 K and 297 K using ZM cumulus model. Color scale is in K.

fk,r. These results show the importance of upper-tropospheric water vapor 

changes in determining the sign of the climatic feedbacks.

In closing, tables 5.4 and 5.5 present the values of Fro A, as defined by (2.14), 

for the +2 K inverse experiments with the new and the ZM schemes, respec

tively. The tropical model sensitivity calculated with (2.18) is also shown in 

these tables. Previously, Fleischfresser (1999b) presented experiments with 

this same Hadley circulation model but utilizing a 6.5 K/km lapse-rate adjust

ment. Those results indicated that the tropical model sensitivity, Xtm  ̂ lied
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Figure 5.21: Gain as a function of feedback foctor indicating where the equi
librium climates with each scheme lie.

within the typical range of equatorial sensitivities given by GCMs, which is 

generally known to be in between 0.5K/Wm“  ̂and 1 One now sees

the effect of using a more internally consistent treatment of water vapor and 

deep cumulus clouds in the model. The Atm values shown in table 5.4 are 

consistently lower than those calculated without the deep cumulus model. 

This is a rewarding inference, since it is one of the crucial problems with cur

rent general circulation models— an equatorial climate sensitivity that is too 

high when compared to sensitivities calculated from data. The reductions of 

Atm are not too great, but they point in the right direction. The results with
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the ZM model (table 5.5) are shown for completeness, although their Inter

pretation is not totally relevant since the equilibrium climate is unstable.

Table 5.3: Feedback factors comparison between new and ZM cumulus 
schemes. Symbols have been described previously.

FEEDBACK FACTOR NEW ZM
0.489 -30.348

fk,r 0.311 33.153
fr -0.312 4.144
f a -0.01 4.968

£ f 0.478 11.917
GAIN 1.916 -0.092

Table 5.4: Zonaliy-averaged top of atmosphere fluxes and climate sensitivi
ties for new cumulus scheme. [F1toa(297K) = -101.744W/m^. Symbols have 
been described previously.

FEEDBACKS [F]TOA(299K)[W/m^ A[F]TOA[W/m^ XTM[K/Wm-2l
- -93.820 7.924 0.252
fh,T -97.695 4.049 0.494
fr -91.350 10.394 0.192
fh,T. fh,r. fr -97.685 4.059 0.493
fh,T. fh,r. fr, f a -97.610 4.134 0.484
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Table 5.5: Zonaliy-averaged top of atmosphere fluxes and climate sensitiv
ities for ZM cumulus scheme. [F1toa(297K) = -77.372W/m^. Symbols have 
been described previously.

FEEDBACKS [F]TOA(299K)[W/m^ A[F]TOA[W/m^ At m I K / W t u -^ I
- -77.017 0.355 5.634

-66.242 11.130 0.179
fr -78.488 -1.116 -1.792
fh,T. fh,r. fr -79.484 -2.112 -0.947
fh»T. fh,r. fr, f a -80.893 -3.521 -0.516
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The tropical climate stability of a wet planet was investigated using a Hadley 

circulation model. The analyses are relevant for climatic sensitivities asso

ciated with different climate regimes, where the determining factor is the 

equator to pole temperature gradient. It should be emphasized that this 

study does not apply to sensitivities associated with regional climate pat

tern rearrangements, as is the case with El Niflo events, for example. The 

symmetric Hadley cell is relevant for annual mean conditions and it entails 

a rectification of the cumulus convection associated with the inter-tropical 

convergence zone. Accordingly, one must view these results as a first order 

scenario. It was also explained in section 2.3 that, due to the necessity of ap

plying lateral boundaries in the model, the tropical model sensitivity given 

by (2.12) is a lower bound for the climate sensitivity of the open tropics in a 

warming equilibrium response. Yet, one should realize that the experiments 

here presented do not account for any latitudinal gradient changes of SST. 

The meridional heat flux changes would be minimal as a consequence. In 

bet, the results indicate that there is only a slight acceleration of the ther

mally direct circulation simulated by the symmetric model. Finally, it was
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still argued that the numerical approach is currently the best way to tackle 

the question of tropical climate stability due to the bet that pertinent data 

are limited in studying the issue from an observational standpoint.

The performance of two deep cumulus schemes were contrasted in the 

above-mentioned context: a mass flux parameterization, and a novel deep 

cumulus formulation developed for this study. The aim in developing this 

new cumulus model was to provide a more internally consistent representa

tion of water vapor and deep cumulus clouds. But its deficiencies are still 

apparent. For example, the tropical troposphere is too moist, as evidenced 

in figure 5.7. This excessive moisturization may be attributed to two fac

tors; a lack of efficient drying by the cumulus convection, and the limitation 

of closed lateral boundaries which do not allow the intrusion of drier air 

bom mid-latitudes [Yang and Pierrehumbert (1994)]. On the other hand, 

the formulation of explicit downdrafts used in the ZM model demonstrated 

that its effect overcomes the modulation of the water vapor distribution by 

the Hadley circulation in the symmetric model. This effect is contrary to ob

served moisture distributions presented in Sun and Lindzen (1993). What 

is argued as a significant advantage of the new deep cumulus model is its 

property of accounting for phase transitions and the related latent heat re

lease implicitly. The ZM scheme and, for that purpose, many other cumulus 

parameterizations in current use have an inherent limitation in this regard. 

The problem is due to explicit formulations of water vapor-cloud liquid water 

conversion, and precipitation efficiency specifications that invariably employ 

tuning parameters. It is a contention of this investigation that such formula

tions are major causes of model uncertainties related to greenhouse warming 

predictions.
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The results with the ZM cumulus scheme yielded an unstable tropical cli

mate equilibrium. This may seem odd in view of the many GCM simulations 

giving stable equilibriums with schemes that follow the same idea of the ZM 

model. Of course, the first distinction that one should be aware of is that 

GCMs are three-dimensional models that include many more details than the 

constrained two-dimensional simulations of a single thermally-direct circu

lation over an ocean surface. Another caution is that GCMs normally include 

cyclic and sometimes even evolutionary levels of complexity in modeling the 

climate system — both absent from the simulations presented in this study. 

A third and more subtle distinction is that the ZM code has been used as a 

"plug and play" program in the Hadley model: the interaction of two pro

grams employing different design strategies affects the overall behavior of 

the simulations. Finally, the results with the ZM scheme must be taken at 

face value. This study attempted to interpret these results in view of the in

teraction of the cumulus model with the Hadley cell, and highlight potential 

deficiencies with similar formulations.

6.1 Prospects for Future Work

The new formulation has not been extensively compared against observed 

data. The only verification performed is the comparison of precipitation ef

ficiencies presented in table 4.1, which is, admittedly, a very rudimentary 

indication of the model behavior. It is important to be able to perform more 

validations with pertinent observed data. In chapter 4, it was explained that 

the tuning of the scheme is done at the Iwel of precipitation flux reaching 

the ground. This is where a comparison against observed data may begin.
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Currently, there is a wealth of observational efforts attempting to quantify 

tropical precipitation. A suitable dataset might be, for example, the one be

ing developed by the Surface Reference Data Center (SRDC) at the University 

of Oklahoma. Further developments in the theoretical framework should 

also be pursued. For example, the removal of "condensed" water vapor by 

the cumulus scheme is an important problem in future work. Concurrently, a 

more powerful approach to thermodynamics must be embraced to overcome 

the gaps between equilibrium thermodynamics and the fluid dynamics of wet 

planets. Finally, to account for a moving lower boundary in the model equa

tions, one must await for further advances in mathematical fluid mechan

ics. With such tools in hand, the ability to develop a theory for precipitating 

clouds fully satisfying the continuum requirement becomes available.

6.2 Implications

Overall, there are some implications from this work that are believed to be 

important. First, it appears that there is no basis for the claim that higher 

model resolution will free the modeler from parameterizing precipitating con

vection. It is suggested here that, so long as fluid mechanical principles con

tinue to be used in atmospheric models, precipitation will always imply dis

continuities due to phase transitions and latent heat release. As a result, 

there will always be a need to parameterize them no matter how high the 

model resolution is. Second, hom the experience developed in this study, 

it seems that progress in this area will be better achieved in accomplishing 

a more generalized formulation of cloud and radiative processes. In other 

words, an amalgamation of cloud and radiation schemes appears desirable,
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and this can more effectively be pursued with a solid theoretical understand

ing of the issues involved. Lastly, the results of this study indicate that the 

new deep cumulus formulation can effectively reduce the model sensitivity. 

Likewise, they suggest an approach to narrow the gap between modeled and 

observed tropical climate sensitivity.
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Appendix A

Model Derivation

A .l Conservation Laws

Let (p be the latitude, Og be the radius of earth and Û be the rotation rate. It 

is defined that

c = cos (p (A.1)

a =  — (A.2)
Po

The angular momentum is given by:

M. = + uogC (A.3)

ü is the relative zonal velocity. Conservation of angular momentum is given

by
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The meridional velocity v is governed by;

The energy equation with implicit dissipative heating [Fiedler (2000)] is writ

ten as

With s, the dry static energy, given by

s = CpT + gz (A.7)

Q rad represents the radiative heating/cooling rates that are passed from the 

NCAR column radiation model. The water vapor conservation law is given 

by

The term d(cu'q')/0<r includes the deep cumulus parameterization and the 

diffusion terms to be described ahead. Cgrtd represents the grid point satu

ration. The continuity equation is

 ̂ ^-(vc) +  ^  =  0 (A.9)OeC d(p da
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A.2 Sub-grid Terms

Sub-grid stresses are needed for the angular momentum and the meridional 

wind equations. For the angular momentum, it is assumed that:

9 \ ^ 0M= (A.10)Po 0r*
K is an eddy dynamic viscosity, and z* =  -H , • ln({r). H„ the scale height, is 

taken as 10 km. From (A. 10) one obtains:

d û
Cü'M' = —Oe C K O —  (A ll)oo

With K = (g • K)/(po HJ. 1 use k =  10“^s~', which corresponds to an eddy 

dynamic viscosity K = 10 kgm~' s~'. Finally, the sub-grid stress divergence 

becomes:

8 , 8Ü,= (A.12)

Similarly for the v-equation:

W  = ( - ^ ) .K ~  (A.13)Po 8z"
The stress divergence becomes:

At the surface, the usual phenomenological expression for the stress is as

sumed. Thus, the surface drag is given by:
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To =  —Co • |UoP (A.15)

in both the angular momentum and the meridional wind equations. Formu

lations for the sub-grid heating due to the deep cumulus representation and 

the convective adjustment are included in the energy equation. Thus,

(0 )'s') =  - ^ ( co's')Ideep -  g^((u's')lAD; (A.16)

Or,

— ^{to's') =  Q deep +  Q adj (A.17)

With Q deep =  • Q solar only in the conditionally unstable layer, and zero

elsewhere. The terms appearing in this equation have been introduced be

fore. At the surhice, the convective heat flux is given by the bulk aerodynamic 

formula:

c u 's 'lo s i =  — ( — ) • p  * C h  • |U o l • Cp • (T s  — To) (A. 18)Po
The water vapor conservation equation employs an eddy diffusion as well as 

the deep cumulus representation in the sub-grid divergence term. Thus,

The diffusion flux term is given by:

tu'q'biF =  (—) * Kv ' ÔP (A.20)
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And, after proper manipulations one obtains:

— • O’- (A.21)

With Kv = (g • K v ) / ( p o  • H,). The deep cumulus sub-grid term formulation 

follows the top-hat method as described in the text. At the surface, the sub

grid flux term becomes:

=  ~(~) * P - Cq • |Uol • (d s A T  ~  d o ) (A.22)Po

A.3 Pressure Solver

The hydrostatic equation is given by

d p  p  ffCp

This can be written as

d (P  R  <D R s

a<b RT R (A.23)

do o-Cp o Cp

Or,

<D(o, <p) is obtained with

(A.24)

. <p) =  . s (A.25)

(y-R/cp . (p _  (p, =  I  f . (A.26)

Or,
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<D = ff“/‘=p.<D, + <I»b (A.27)

Where

(Db =  a»'''- . j 's . (A.28)

<I>s(<p] is determined so that the continuity equation is enforced. This en

forcement is explained as follows. All the accelerations of v, except for the 

pressure gradient force, are accumulated in a term dv /dt. The meridional 

momentum equation can be written as

The term d<Db/Oed(p is then added to the acceleration, stored as dv*/dt. One 

last acceleration is needed to compute dv/dt:

And O, is chosen so that

dv^•d(T = 0 (A.31)
J»=0 Ot

Therefore
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A.4 Volume Integrals

In this section the volume integrals of the model equations are derived. A 

few definitions are set first:

dTT =  Oe • c • ô(p • ô o (A.33)

dfl is the differential volume over which the integration is performed. Con

sequently:

d Z  =  Oe c ' 9<p (A.34)

d£ is the differential area. The divergence theorem will be frequently used, 

so we state it here for clarity (refer to figure A.l):

I  (V -X ) dn = |  (Z nl'dZ (A.35)

X -n

Figure A .l: Schematic figure illustrating the divergence theorem.
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Refer to any textbook on fluid mechanics for a more comprehensive explana

tion of the divergence theorem [e.g., Kundu (1990)]. The following definition 

is made to simplify the notation:

f<p=n/6_
[XI =  Xca<p (A.36)

J«p=0

<p is latitude ranging from the equator to 30° N. X is a generic tensor and 

the other symbols have already been described. The volume integral for the 

angular momentum equation is written as:

j»os=l |>4>=n/6 g m  rff= l r«p=n/6  ̂ g __
Oe 'C 9<p '9(r =  — ----- — (vMc) Og c 9(p

J(jsO J(p=0 J(T=0 J<p=0 UgC 0(p
rff=1 |>(psn/6 g __

— — (ÜJM.) • Oe • C • 0<P • 3(T
JoM) j«p=0

-I — (tü'M.') • û« • c • 0<p • 0a 
0 = 0  J<p=o o a

(A.37)

Or,

<•0=1 rtp = n /6 g ^  |»o=l ^ ^ __
-r- Oe C -0<p -0a =  -  (vMc|<p=R/g -  vMc|,p=o) ' d a

Jo=0 J(p=0 Jo=0

“ i
-1,

•ipsm/6 __ __
(cüMIffai —  cüM.iff=o) • o« • c • d<p

qt=0«p=»*/6___  ____
(0)'M.'|o*i — CO'M'|os=o) • Oe * C * dip

ip=0

(A.38)
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The first two integrals on the right-hand side are zero since v(<p = 0] = v(<p =  

7t/6) = 0 and üj(a =  0) =  cü(<t =  1 ) =  0. On the last integral, the term

w'M.'|ff=o = 0  as well, since the model upper boundary is stress-free. We are 

left with:

• Oe • C • 0<p * 0O = —Oe • Cü'M'|a=l • C • d<p (A.39)
JoaO J(p=0 J ÿ = 0

Using the definition given by (A.36):

|.<r=l j.(p=7r/6 

JffsO Jip=0

In steady-state:

p<r=l f<p=K/g _______
• Oe • C • 0<p • 9o = —Oe * [tü'M.'lo=i] (A.40)

J(T=0 J<p5=0

dt

Or,

=  -[w W U ,] =  0 (A.41)

[a i'M 'U ,l= 0  (A.42)

Similarly for dry-static energy:

pos=l p<psm/6 g^ r0»I  ̂ g
I I -r—* 0* * C • 0<p • 00’ =  —I I ----  %—(VSC) * Oe ' C • 0<p * 00
Jos:0 JtpsO JoteO J<psO 0(P

pOBi |>«pstc/6 g
— Oe C 9(p 0O

JossO Jip=0

a<psR/S g ____
^(0 )'S ') ♦ Oe • C • 0<P • 0O

V«0 0®“
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+ I QrAD ' c 0<P • 0<T (A.43)
JosO J^=0

The first two integrals of the right-hand side are zero as before. Thus;

»<r=l Pip =71/6 gj p«r=l pip=n/6 g ____
— •Oe*C*0<p-0O’ =  —  — (tO'S') * O* • C ' 0<p • 0ff

Ja=0 J«p=0 Jo=0 Jip=0
rff= l p«p=7t/6

+ Qrad ' Cle • C • 0(p • 0<r
J<n=0 J(p=0

(A.44)

Or,

po=l |><p=tt/6 gj p«T=1 rip=7i/6 g _____
I — • Qe ' C • 0<p ' 00 =  —I — —(cd's')IdeEP ‘ Ue ‘ C • 0<P • 0O

Jo=0 J(p=0 " t  J(T=o Jip=o o o
po=I p<p=7t/6 g ____

—  ((U'S')IADI "Uc C ' 0(p 00  
Ja=cJip=0 o®"
.0=1 pip=7ï/6 g c

Oo 'C 0(p 0O (A.45)
Jo=0 J«=0  ®®^

Equivalently,

.0 = 1  |><p=7t/ 6 g j  |><P=7t/ 6 ______  _____

^  Of C 0<p 00  =  — (Ws'loEEP;,.,, — Ws'|DEEP[,̂ o,) Oe C 0(p 
Jo^O J(p=0 J<p=0

ftp=n/ 6 ____ ____
(cu's'Ia DJ,,.,, -  (U'slADT,_o)) • Oe • C • d<p

J«p=0
I>IP=7T/6

— (FradIo=1 — FradIoso) ' Oe ' C • 0<P (A.46)
jf=0

The only convective flux left is toVlAorto-n =  Ws'lo=i :
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r<r=1 p«p=n/6_____
— * a* • C • 0<p • ôa =  — cü's'lo=i * Oe • C • d<p

JiTs=0 Jtp=0 Jip=0
p<p=n/6

— (FrAdIo5=1 — FrAd 1os=o ) • de • c ' d<p
J(p=0

(A.47)

Finally:

r ff= l r<p=n/t> Q j

—  Oe C Ô(p '9(r =  -Oe • ttu's'|a»l]
Jff=0 J«p=0 o t

— de ' ([FradI<t=i] — [FrAdIoM)]) (A.48)

With Frad =  Flw -  Fsw. where Flw is the infrared (longwave) radiative Aux 

and Fsw is the solar (shortwave) radiative Aux. In steady-state:

^[s] =  — [co's'losii] —  ([FiiADlff=i] —  [Fr a d Io=o1) =  0 (A.49)

Or:

[to's'lffssj] + [FlwIos=|] — [fswl«r=l] = [FlwIo=o] ~ [Fswlff=o] (A.50)

And for the spedAc humidity equation now:

j»o=l eip=n/6 0 -g- rO>=l j»«p=n/6  i  g
I I -T~ • d* • c * d<p * dtr — — I I — • ——(vc| c) * de * c * 9(p ‘ do* 
JffsO JfpsO Jos=0 J«p=0  ®ed d<p

1*0=1 |*<p=n/£ g
— x-(û) q) • d« • c ' 0<p * da

Jo= 0  Jm=0
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j»(T=l <>V=7T/6 0 _______
— ^ ((ü 'q ') • a* • c • 0<p • ôff 

Jo=0 J«p=0 o o ”
p<fs*1 r<p=rr/6

-  CflTid • 0* • c • d<p • da (A.51)
JoM) Ja>=0loM) J<p=0

Following the same logic as for the two previous derivations, one gets:

»<r=l ç<p=sn/6 0 0 - r ip = n /6   p<T=l
^  Oe C 0(p 9a = -  cu'q'lffai-aeC-dcp- Oe ' [Cgrtd] - 00"

J(r=C J<p=0 J(p=0 J(T=0
(A.52)

And,

r<T=l P V = n /b  0 '0 - fO = l

• a* • c • 0<P • 0a = - O e  • [co'q'l -  a* • [CgrtdJ * 0a (A.53)
J(ys=0 J<p=0 ^  JfTa=0

In steady-state:

^[q] =  - (Ü ^ -[P ]= 0  (A.54)at

P is the precipitation removed from the water vapor budget. Thus,

DEI = [P] (A.55)

In closing, the application of Gauss theorem to the continuity equation is 

trivially solved for:

1*0=1 <>«p=r/6 1 0 1*0=1 j*V=w/6 0^,
I I — ■ %—(vc) *ae*c*0<p *0a =  — I I —— *Oe*c*0(p*0a (A.56)
Jo=o J(p=o d ip  Jo=o Jtpso d a
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which can easily be shown to be zero.
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Appendix B

Numerical Schemes

B.l Advection Schemes

The model has the capability of using odd-order, upstream-biased advection 

schemes, in either pure advection form or in dux form. To derive the third- 

order scheme, one seeks a four-point approximation of form:̂

^  s(x, z, t) ~  1[A s(x-6, z,t]+B s(x, z, t)+C s(x+6, z, t)+D  s(x+26,z,t)] (B.l)

A, B, C and D are chosen to make (B.l) as accurate as possible. If one ex

pands (B.l) with a Taylor series:

' c ' I " 8̂  III .S j(s -6 s  + yS  -y S  + ...)+

I -  
C, . - , ,6^ « . 6̂y  (S +  6s +  -̂ S + -̂ S + ...)  +

^From now on, the derivations are presented in Cartesian coordinates for simplicity.
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Ç(S + 26s' +  26̂ s" + ^ s "  + .. 0 (B.2)0 s

Where

s '= ^ s (x ,z ,t) (B.3)

It is easy to show that (B.2) is satisfied to 0(5^) if A =  —1/3, B = —1/2, C = 1 

and D = 1/6. Thus one approximates:

^  s(x —  6) — 3 s(x) +  6 s(x + 6) — s(x + 26)] (B.4)
OX DO

Conversely,

Ix  ~ -  26) -  6 s(x -  6) + 3 s(x) +  2 s(x + 6)] (B.5)

When combined with advection, the "upstream" derivatives should be used: 

(B.4) is preferable when u < 0 and (B.5) is preferable when u > 0. Needless to 

say, the third-order approximations for ds/dz are similar to (B.4) and (B.5). 

The use of third-order derivatives is sometimes not possible at one grid point 

away from the boundary; in that case second-order derivatives are used.

The flux form of the advection terms is desirable for some quantities. In

stead of:

3s 3s 3s_  = _ u _ - w -  (B.6)

One may want to use:
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Or,

The flux divergence is calculated by centered second-order schemes, for ex

ample:

af _ f (x + s/2, z, t) -  f(x -  5/2, z, t) 
dx 6  ̂ ^

This guarantees that a volume Integral would show the only source of s com

ing h’om the boundaries. The flux itself is given by:

f (x -  6/2, z, t) =  ^[u(x -  6, z, t) + u(x, z, t)l x

i [ - s ( x  -  26, z, t) + 5s(x -  6, z, t) + 2s(x, z, t)] (B.IO)

When u  > 0 and:

f  (x -  6/2, z, t) =  i[u (x  -  6, z, t) + u(x, z, t)] x

g[-s(x + 6,z,t) +  5s(x,z,t) +2s(x-6,z,t)] (B .ll)

When u < 0. The goal here is that, for the special case of constant u, the flux 

form would be the same as the advection form, or;

With ds/dx given either by (B.4) or by (8.5).
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In general, the flux form has greater amplitude and phase errors than the 

advective form, but still may be desirable because of the global conservation 

properties.

B.2 Time Integration Scheme

After the spatial derivatives are approximated with finite differences, the 

model consists of coupled ordinary differential equations, with the grid point 

values of the fields now serving as the independent variables in the model. 

For example, the time-derivative of a value of s at a grid point is coupled to 

the values of s, u, and w at neighboring grid points that are in the finite differ

ence schemes for the spatial derivatives. Consider a value q(t) of a variable 

s at a certain grid point, for example:

q(t) =s(Xi,Zj,t) (B.13)

For notational convenience one writes:

= F(t) (B.14)

F(t) Is the sum of all the terms on the r.h.s. of (B .l). The simplest finite- 

difference scheme for integrating (B.14) is the first-order Euler scheme:

q(t +  5) =  q(t)+5F(t) (B.15)

In which the error is 0(6^]. A more accurate scheme would retain higher 

derivatives of F:
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q(t + 6) = q(t) +  6F(t) + yF '(t) + jF " (t) + ... (B.16)

The higher derivatives of F are not readily available from the model. Alter

natively, one can obtain greater accuracy by proposing:

q(t + 5) = q(t) + 6[A F(t) + B F(t -  6) + C F(t -  26)] (B.17)

Which to 0(6^) is:

q(t+6) ~ q(t) +6A F(t) +6B[F(t) -6F '(t)+yF"(t)] +6C[F(t) -26F'(t)-F264"(t)]

(B.18)

If A = 23/12, B = -16/12 and C = 5/12 are chosen, then (B.18) is the same 

as (B.16) through 0(6^]. The third-order Adams-Bashforth scheme is thus:

q(t +  6) ~ q(t) + :y[23 F(t) -  16F(t-6) +5 F(t-26)] (B.19)

The virtues of this scheme are discussed in Durran (1991). At the initial time, 

F(t-6] and F(t—25} are unknown, so the Euler scheme is used. At the second 

time-step, the second-order Adams-Bashforth scheme is used:

q(t + 6) a  q(t) + |l3  F(t) -  F(t -  S)] (B.20)
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